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-  Kevin Drury -  
Skicross Overall  World Cup winner

- Michela Moioli  -  
Snowboardcross Overall  World Cup winner

- Federica Brignone - Aleksander Aamodt Kilde - 
Alpine Overall  World Cup winners



-  Andri  Ragettli  -  
Ski Slopestyle Overall  World Cup winner

- Fabian Boesch -  
X-Games Bronze Ski Slopestyle winner

- Alex Ferreira -  
X-Games Gold Ski Superpipe winner 

30 YEARS OF TOP QUALITY 
PRODUCTS

LEVEL was founded 30 years ago with the objective of creating 
the first glove dedicated exclusively for snowboarding. Today 
LEVEL is a leader in the production of winter sports Gloves & 
Mittens, and the owner of numerous patents used in their 
construction. 
Under the Executive Management of Mauro and Davide 
Compagnoni, LEVEL has grown to a position of strength in the 
market, has expanding to enter the ski sector, and now boasts 
over 43 distributors around the world. It has established itself 
thanks to its innovative spirit and its position as a producer 
of high-quality products that keep the hands of winter sports 
enthusiasts comfortable, dry and always warm.
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GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOUR HANDS WARM
Having warm, dry hands and maximum comfort so you can spend the entire day on the snow…these are the main things 
that skiers and riders look for in their gloves and mittens.  We at LEVEL use this as our inspiration to produce the best 
possible products we can make!
 With these guiding principles, together with its exclusive concepts of protection for snowboarders, LEVEL has developed 
all of its high-quality products - guaranteeing everyone, from pro-athletes to winter sports lovers, unforgettable days on the 
snow. 
The basic concept is simple: design products that follow the different anatomy of the hand, offering different types of fits; 
assemble the best liners, insulation, membranes and external materials in harmonious way.
The 2020-21 LEVEL collection is unique, complete and divided into specific lines that cover all aspects of snow sports.
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Bruno Compagnet - France
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DOWN TO -30° C | -22° F

THERMOPLUS - GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOUR HANDS WARM 
Choosing the appropriate material for the construction of gloves and mittens is of great importance in order to achieve ergonomic comfort and high thermal 
insulation. The thermal insulation and moisture management of LEVEL products is created through the use of different specific materials. These materials have 
been tested in both a climatic chamber and in outdoor conditions using wireless sensors combined with infrared thermography. The results show significant 
differences in terms of thermal comfort between the gloves, proving that LEVEL provides the best thermal comfort for all its products.

LEVEL GLOVES
AVERAGE MARKET PRODUCTS

LEVEL USES OVER 30% MORE INSULATION
THAN THE AVERAGE MARKET PRODUCTS

LEVEL USES ONLY TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS AND MULTI  LAYERS TECHNOLOGY IN ORDER TO REACH THE HIGHEST INSULATION ON THE  M AR K ET 
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SCIENTIFIC TESTS PERFORMED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE DICAM DEPARTMENT OF 
BOLOGNA UNIVERSITY - ITALY

THERMAL CERTIFICATION INDEX™ - (TCI)  
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3 YEAR WARRANTY

3 YEARS WARRANTY PROGRAM

LEVEL offers a Limited Warranty against manufacturing defects. LEVEL will repair or replace, at its discretion any products found to be 
defective within the scope of normal and appropriate utilization and are within the Limited Warranty covenants which exclude normal 
wear.

(All Gloves) – Two, (2) or Three, (3), Year Limited Warranty (as specified on the product). LEVEL offers a Two, (2) or a Three, (3), Year Limited 
Warranty, from the time of initial purchase, against manufacturing defects. LEVEL will repair or replace, at its discretion any products 
found to be defective within the scope of normal and appropriate utilization and are within the Two, (2) or Three, (3), Year Limited 
Warranty covenants which exclude normal wear.

Two, (2), Year Limited Warranty on Beanies, Bags and Ski poles.
LEVEL will repair or replace any of the above-mentioned products from the original purchase date against manufacturer’s defects within 
the scope of normal and appropriate utilization and within the Two, (2), Year Limited Warranty covenants which exclude normal wear. 
Claims should be presented at the point of initial purchase with proper documentation to validate claims thereunder.

HOW TO ACTIVATE THE WARRANTY

To activate the warranty please Download MY TIP TAPP application (Google Android - App Store) and register your LEVEL product within 
30 days of purchase.
1. Scan the bar code reported onto the package in order to receive all information about the product to store into your smart-phone.
2. Take a picture of your fiscal proof of purchase to save the data and claim the warranty.
3. To enable your product legal warranty, request your certified proof of purchase through the email form supplied within the app by 
providing all requested data. Contact the seller of the goods and present both the purchased product and the certified proof of purchase 
received by My TIP TAPP.
4. In case of activation of the conventional warranty, please contact us directly via the app using the phone number or email address 
indicated.

COVER AND EXCLUSIONS
LEVEL warranty covers any type of manufacturing or material fault. With regards to this warranty, any non-conformities of the product 
with your expectations cannot be considered as faults. The warranty expressly excludes any damages caused by: misuse; normal wear 
and tear, damages; tampering; incorrect handling of the gloves; negligence or carelessness; damages caused by falls and/or accidents 
or any alteration due to external causes, including any repairs carried out by unauthorized vendor; damages caused by factors/events 
outside LEVEL’s control; users’ subjective assessments, such as comfort and fit; damages caused by prolonged exposure to light and/or 
heat sources. All coverage under this warranty is void if any modification, change or alteration has been made to the product.

MY TIP TAPP – WHAT IT IS FOR!
Record the gloves you just purchased or that you wish to keep track of. Digitally store the receipt of your gloves to legally validate their 
warranty, thus getting rid of all paper copies. Retrieve over your smart-phone all useful information about your registered gloves such 
as model, size or colour. Get directly in touch with us, using the phone number or email you can find inside the app in the SUPPORT 
section. Been reminded whether the product warranty is still valid and, in case you need to activate it, to receive the legal receipt by click 
over the REQUEST button.
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RECORD YOUR PURCHASES ON MY TIP TAPP!

YOU WILL SAVE ALL USEFUL INFORMATION ALONG WITH YOUR RECEIPTS.
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CUSTOM FIT 
This new unique system gives the opportunity to customize the glove/mitten to the anatomical shape of the hand. The 
padding is made with a breathable thermo-formable material, that after being heated at 80°c, takes the shape of the skiers 
hand. This customization process can be repeated as often as wanted. The Custom Fit improves comfort, sensitivity and offers 
a better grip to the ski-pole handle.  

Special Qualities: 
Durable - Warm and comfortable 
Lightweight - Heat Moldable (Thermo-formable) 
Excellent memory - Low shrinkage when heated, 
shaped and cooled 
Re-moldable - High bond strength - Non-toxic - Does 
not absorb water  

HEAT THE OUTSIDE OF THE 

GLOVE WITH A HAIRDRYER AT A 

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE OF 80 

DEGREES AT A DISTANCE OF 30 

CM OR WHERE AVAILABLE, USE 

THE LEVEL OVEN - 

PUT THE GLOVE ON, CLOSE THE 

STRAP AND LET IT COOL FOR 

ABOUT 5 MINUTES - 

THIS CUSTOMIZATION PROCESS 

CAN BE REPEATED AS OFTEN AS 

WANTED -

1

2

3

POWERED BY
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LEATHERS
With over 20 years of experience in the world of snow sports and ongoing research, LEVEL has always aimed to chose the highest quality 
fabrics and leathers for their wide range of gloves which are differentiated by thickness and quality specifications for their many uses. 

WATERPROOF GOATSKIN:
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.  

HAIRSHEEP PITTARDS:
A waterproof leather that is exceptionally 
soft, used especially on the backs of the 
gloves. 

SHEEP SKIN:
A very soft leather used for women’s gloves, 
especially on the back of the hand to give the 
glove extra softness.

COATED WATERPROOF GOATSKIN: 
This leather is used on the palms of freeride 
gloves, its exceptional waterproof resistance 
keeps the glove dry and long lasting. 

QUARTZ PITTARDS LEATHER:
Pittard leather has a lasercut design 
providing an extra strong grip in specific 
points of the palm. 

DRAGON PITTARDS:
This waterproof goat leather has a design 
that makes it special and durable. It is used 
on the palms of snowboard gloves.  

KERATAN  TREATMENT:

KERATAN is a unique leather treatment 
designed to significantly increase the 
abrasion protection and durability of finest 
performance goatskin leathers. The benefits 
of KERATAN are: resistance to extreme LEVELs 
of abrasion, functionality and comfort. The 
long effective life combined with FireBloc 
II, can make them flame resistant to the 
Martindale abrasion test; 45,000 revolutions 
to hole (average value 1mm thick WR100).

FABRICS
The choice of fabrics is made by our R&D department, in collaboration with top athletes and advice of different stylistic groups from all over 
the world. We follow the main trends in style and color but keeping as the primary objective fabrics with exclusive features, both in structure 
and trend that makes them unique and inimitable. 

SPRAY TEST:
All LEVEL fabrics are tested with the “spray test” to be approved and certified for maximum water resistance.
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RELAXED FIT | EXTRA WARM

NATURAL FIT | VERY WARM

SLIM FIT | BETTER GRIP

Ski Style: designed for all who love powder with a new cut that allows 
for a more abundant fit. This new style allows for more protection from 
the cold while maintaining a good level of sensitivity for the hands. 

Snowboard Style: mainly used in the protection segment line that 
allows the housing of Biomex, and creating the right balance between 
warmth and comfort. 

Ski Style: designed for skiers that require more warmth and greater 
comfort. Ensuring the fine balance between precision and sensitivity.

Snowboard Style: mainly used as cold weather choice of the LEVEL’s 
pro team. The perfect combination between style, comfort and 
function.

Ski Style: for our World Cup athletes who need a perfectly tight fitting 
glove allowing them to have great feel when holding the ski poles so 
they can perform their best on the racetrack. 

Snowboard Style: this is a fashionable product; the better fitting the 
better the rider can grab their board or freestyle skis. Apart from its 
tight fit the palm has a special reinforcement to increase the grip. 

FIT SYSTEM
The close collaboration between R&D and athletes has allowed LEVEL to develop a fit system for skiers and riders that 
can ensure the best fit for every kind of performance along with maximum comfort. For this reason all the gloves are 
divided into 3 different fits and are specifically designed for male and female hands.
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Two things to consider regarding size and 
measurements of the hand. 

Hand Length

With your hand open, measure from the tip 
of your middle finger, down to the base of the 
palm drawing a striaght line. 

Hand circumference

With your hand open, measure around the 
circumference of your hand, at the base of your 
knuckles.

Children's

circumference

00 0 i ii iii iV V Vi

cm   -   inch cm   -   inch WOrLD   -   uSA

Size
6-12 mOnthS

Size
1-2 YeArS

Size
2-3 YeArS

Size
4-5 YeArS

Size
5-6 YeArS

Size
7-8 YeArS

Size
9-10 YeArS

Size
11-12 YeArS

WOrLD   -   uSA WOrLD   -   uSA
hAnD Length men'S Size WOmen'S Size juniOr'S Size

Form 6 months up to 12 years old.

SIZING CHART
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GORE-TEX GRIP GLOVES
Grip is not just about surface texture on the palm and underside of your fingers—it’s also about 
how your gloves fit. The layers in GORE-TEX Grip Gloves are bonded tightly together so there’s 
no movement between them. That means you can grip your ski poles or work your motorcycle 
brakes with ease. Better grip also means better confidence, so you can trust yourself to push on.

GORE-TEX 2IN1 GLOVES
Each glove has two chambers: choose one for better grip, the other for extra warmth. The better 
grip chamber brings your fingers closer to what you need to grip, increasing dexterity and 
tactility—perfect for handling ski poles or motorbike handlebars. The warmth chamber offers your 
hand added insulation—preventing numb fingers when the temperature drops.

GORE-TEX PLUS WARM GLOVES
If you’re traversing backcountry all day, you want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, membrane and outer material is optimized to keep 
your hands warmer for longer. With GORE-TEX Plus Warm gloves, you never need to go home 
early again. They’re also totally windproof, breathable and carry our GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU 
DRY™ promise. 

GORE-TEX ACTIVE GLOVES
The most breathable GORE-TEX gloves available. The whole system of inner lining, GORE-TEX 
membrane, and outer material is optimized for extreme breathability.  
Even during intense activity less heat accumulates and more moisture can escape, so your hands 
stay drier, cooler, and more comfortable. 

PROTECTION FROM WATER
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MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane insert that creates a waterproof barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating materials. It optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

WATERPROOF LEATHER TREATMENT
Special treated leather that withstands tough, outdoor conditions. The leather is waterproofed 
and its structural properties provide effective protection against moisture.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT
The fabric is laminated with a process that permits to add a breathable waterproof membrane to 
the outer material, optimizing warmth and comfort while keeping the hands dry.

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® GLOVES
We have higher standards than most, because we know that wind chill gets to fingers very 
quickly. The WINDSTOPPER® membrane is rigorously tested to prove it blocks not just some, 
but all wind. Even if you’re trekking against the strongest mid-winter gales, your fingers stay 
more nimble, and your hands more comfortable.
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GOOSE DOWN
LEVEL products are insulated with exclusive, high-fill power goose down ranging from 550 
to 900 fill, which represents the highest quality down commercially available. The down 
is isolated in small chambers so there is no fill migration; this ensures goose down even 
distribution and a great insulation performance.

PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm and soft feeling that offers good breathability. 

THERMOLINER
Soft, supple, and less bulky than high-loft insulation. The exclusive blend of fibres traps in 
more air for more warmth.

SILK
LEVEL is presenting a new silk lining in the women’s line which offers a great softness and 
increases thermal insulation.

INSULATION MATERIALS
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LOFT PREMIUM
The new LEVEL insulation solution. Soft feeling and thermal benefits together.

POLARTEC®

Polartec® Power Stretch® fabric features 4-way stretch and it is very breathable. It provides 
warmth without weight. The 4-Way stretch system provides unrestricted freedom of movement. 
It keeps skin dry even when you sweat, maintains hands warm without the weight and bulk of 
traditional insulating fabrics and will reduce the effects of wind chill thanks to its fabrics.

SWISS WOOL
This natural material is characterized by thin fibres which do not retain odours making this type 
of wool antimicrobial. Wool provides warmth and draws sweat away from the skin, keeping a 
sensation of dryness.

THINSULATE™

The unique microfibers of Thinsulate™ insulation are ten times smaller than the fibres of other 
synthetic insulations, which means they’re much more efficient at trapping air and keeping in 
the warmth. It will avoid the formation of cold spots in your hands by filling all the multiple 
airspaces.

CASHMERE
Cashmere is usually indicated by an incredibly soft finish, which is a result of delicate fibres 
that are almost silky to the touch. This sought-after fabric is made in Italy using advanced 
technologies and is three times more insulating than sheep wool.



HIGHLIGHTS

GOGGLE CLEANER 
This new design of Seude material 
is placed in a very efficient position 
making it easier to clean goggles. 

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit 
under jackets therefore offering a better 
closure.

KEVLAR 
LEVEL uses only Schoeller Kevlar, 
the strongest kevlar on the market. 
Guaranteed to have the best durability.

H&R 
Round finger tips are more durable and 
reduce catching on abrasive objects. 

MULTIFUNCTION POCKET 
Pocket positioned on the top of the 
glove. May be used to insert hand 
warmers, ski-pass or other small objects.

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your 
thumb. Provides a gentle feeling when 
used as a nose wipe while riding or 
skiing.

OUTSIDE FINGER STITCHING 
This construction provides a better fit 
and a perfect grip.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use 
your smart phone without having to 
remove the glove.

FLEX PALM 
The elastic cordura insert on the palm 
allows for a better fit, more flexibility 
and a cozy feeling. 

BREATHABLE SYSTEM 
An air exchanging vent is placed on the 
back of the glove allowing moisture to 
escape. This improves the drying time of 
the glove and avoids hands getting wet. 



SUPER FABRIC 
Coming from MotoGP experience this 
material is now the "state of the art" 
of ski racing impact solution. Extra 
resistant to friction at high speeds.

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient 
adjustment for the closure around the 
wrist preventing snow from getting 
inside when riding powder.

REMOVABLE LINER - WARMAX 
A removable lining where the back 
of the lining is built with a hot thick 
material whilst the palm is thinner to 
maintain sensitivity. The removable 
liner can be removed and washed.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to 
your hand with an adjustable plastic. 
A big advantage when you don't want 
to wear gloves but want to keep them 
attached to the wrist. 

WIND&RAIN COVER 
Created by LEVEL to improve wind and 
rain protection this technical feature is 
the perfect solution for temperature and 
weather changes

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. 
Provides excellent waterproofing, 
improved sensitivity, and exceptional 
grip.

SAFETY STORM LEASH 
A new leash concept that offers an 
increased  safety feature for riders and 
skiers.

PREFORMED FINGERS 
This is a special anatomical construction 
that permits a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces wrinkles on 
the palm and guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

WORLD FINEST LEATHER 
The finest goat leather in the world. 
LEVELs' leathers natural water 
repellency, durability, and insulating 
properties guarantee the best 
performance.

THERMO SILVER LINING 
Little silver dots reflect and retain the 
warmth your body generates, while 
dissipating moisture and excess heat.



PRO MODELS 
LEVEL PRO SERIES combines powerful feedback from the LEVEL professional skiing and snowboarding team 

together with 30 years of quality craftsmanship and proven mountain heritage to deliver the choicest in 
warmth and performance.
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8152LM

Color 
01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 8 (M)

SIERRA QUITIQUIT
Quitiquit exploded onto the scene as a strong and aggressive big mountain skier, 
filming with top production companies including Warren Miller and Sweetgrass 
Productions. Off the hill, she has made a name for herself as a prominent lifestyle 
model.  
 
For Sierra, it’s all about the combination of function and style. She worked with the 
team at Bliss to design these mittens as a reflection of her personal style and needs 
for the mountains. The Swarovski crystal pattern is inspired by her favorite Native 
American silver cuff that she wears almost every day. She wanted to create something 
unique, bold, yet classic.

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur on cuff, storm leash, Swarovski patch
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8179LM

Color 
01 black

Size 
XS / M

SILVIA BERTAGNA
Silvia started skiing at the age of 3 on the slopes in front of her house. At 8 years old 
she started with figure skating and competed at a very high level for over 7 years. But 
skiing became her true calling at 15 years old, first for fun with friends... and then 
as her talent and passion for the sport grew she competed in Freeskiing big events 
around the world.  
 
Her model is a personalized version of the ever-popular Coral Mitt, and has proven 
to be a hit thanks to its cashmere lining and unique design. The giraffe is Silvia’s 
good-luck charm… which clearly is working as it helped her to win the 18-19 World 
Freestyle Ski Title.

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Knitted cuff easy fit, storm leash
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FEDERICA BRIGNONE
When sport and athletes combined to make the world a better place: the 
WORLDCUP CF designed by Federica Brignone is detailed by a protective 
wing in Swarovski crystals depicting a dolphin, symbol of the initiative 
“Traiettorie Liquide”. Federica is passionately engaged in this important 
environmental project as she wants to help raise public awareness of 
respect for the environment against the many oceans pollutants.  
 
“We need to rethink plastics and their overall impacts on our environment. 
We, as a global society, need to change our approach by making 
meaningful changes to our existence in an effort to help ensure a better 
survival of the planet. In each of us there is a small part of the universe, 
and we’ve all been entrusted to help care and nurture this planet and to 
preserve it. It is no longer a distant problem, this is call to action as it is 
fundamental for our survival, as well as the many that will come after us.

WORLD CUP MITT

Code 
3009UM

Color 
58 goldenrod

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment

Highlights 
Special Gate Protection on Back 
Kirax Stimulator System

Features 
Sublimation on back, outside stitching, silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, 
Superfabric®, Custom fit, exchangeable wings
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2066UM

Color 
01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

MARCO CONFORTOLA
LEVEL’s passion for mountains has been always characterized by an on going research 
for the most innovative technologies and the development of high technical products. 
To accomplish this research the LEVEL team deploys a real “army” of mountain 
professionals, who form one of the most important resource to realize the ideal 
product.  
 
Part of this team is Marco Confortola (Ita), worldwide famous athlete and Alpinist with 
his 11 - 8000 mts climbs. Within the gloves used by Marco, one of the most reliable is 
the technical Heli GORE-TEX Plus Warm, characterized by a Mountain design long cuff, 
it claims high performances in terms of warmth. For its great performance features this 
glove reached the summit of K2.

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Boa Fleece inside
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Features 
Removable lining, long cuff, safety leash,  
carabiner, nose cleaner
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ALEX FERREIRA
Aspen native Alex Ferreira catapulted his Freeskiing career into the spotlight 
with his Bronze Medal Halfpipe performance on his hometown turf at the 
2014 Winter X Games in Aspen Colorado. Since then Ferreira has gone on to 
earn two additional Halfpipe X Games medals and a handful of World Cup 
podiums in Halfpipe. In 2018, Ferreira took his Freeskiing talents to a whole 
new level by winning a Silver Medal at the PyeongChang Olympic Winter 
Games in Half-Pipe. He also notched a few other incredible results in 2019 by 
earning Halfpipe Gold Medal at the Winter X Games, and then followed that 
up with the 2019 World Cup Halfpipe Title.  
 
Known for his infectious smile and strong work ethic, Ferreira has technical 
abilities and amplitude that matches the best in the world. We are very proud 
to introduce two Alex Ferreira Pro Models that are personalized versions of our 
best-selling Off Piste and Pro Rider models. Alex has made some edits and 
infused a bit of his own style to make these versions of the products “his own”. 
We are thrilled to have Ferreira as part ot the LEVEL Pro team.

OFF PISTE LEATHER

Code 
2064UT

Color 
11 red

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Swiss Wool 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Features 
Short neoprene cuff,  
safety leash,  
outside stitching on palm, carabiner

PRO RIDER MITT

Code 
2361UM

Color 
11 red 

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)
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2380UM

Color 
43 pk black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

RALPH WELPONER
Ralph (as he’s affectionately known to his friends) routinely does things on hill that no 
one else does. Reaching for grabs that no one else can reach in the middle of tricks... 
that few others can do all while riding smoothly, oozing style. In the past 4 seasons, 
Ralph scored podiums in almost all of the events that he started. He finished out the 
2018 season by locking down a 3nd place finish at the 2018 Audi Nine in Solden and 
then he also took home a 1st place finish at the FIS - Men’s Slopestyle in Val Gardena. 
His Pro Model Mitt reflects his personality as a tattoo artist with indisputable style and 
his motto “No risk, no fun.”

Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Hydrofill
Features 
Short cuff,  
Sublimation on back & palm
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ANDRI RAGETTLI
Gravity what? The laws of gravity don’t seem to apply to Andri Ragettli – and that’s the 
concept behind his three unique Pro Models. Featuring a rocket-spaceman graphic, 
the ARs’ offer the comfort and traction you need to perform well in all weather 
condition from summer to winter. Andri, at 19 years old, is a Swiss skier of a rare talent 
that has earned him podium finishes at Slopestyle and Big Air events all over the 
globe.  
 
His amazing training videos leave fans and followers spellbound and have quickly 
gone viral with more than 60 million views. Andri has been a true pioneer for the sport 
as he became the first skier EVER to complete a Quad Cork 1800 – five rotations while 
dipping his head under his body four times.

WEB LOBSTER

Code 
2361UT

Color 
43 pk black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Wind Breaker Lining

Dry Technology 
Wind Breaker

Features 
Short cuff,  
Sublimation on back & palm,  
Extra grip glove

EMPIRE MITT

Code 
2332UM

Color 
15 anthracite 

Size 
S / XL

JUNIOR MITT

Code 
4152JM

Color 
35 black-white 

Size 
II (4-5 Y) / VI (11-12 Y)
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2332UM

Color 
35 black-white

Size 
S / XL

RENE RINNEKANGAS
Seemingly out of nowhere, Rene has quickly rose to fame. Our first intro to Rene 
Rinnekangas came through this mutual friend, Joni Vastamaki. Cut to the solid 
finishes at last season’s Dew Tour and comp this 18-year-old is like the energizer bunny 
with a bigger smile.  
 
From AM to the Olympics in one season, he has become one of our favourite 
snowboarder. This Pro Model is a full reflection of his personality and funny attitude.

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Light Fleece
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Knitted cuff, storm leash



Code 
2361UM

Color 
02 navy

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8 (M)

MARIO KAEPPELI & MARIO WANGER
The LEVEL Pro Team Mitten was designed by LEVEL Team Riders and professional 
snowboarders Mario Kaeppeli and Mario Wanger and it’s especially devised for the big 
boosters sessions.  
 
The Pro Rider is a lightweight pipe glove made to be cool and not get sweaty when 
you are hiking the backcountry or cruising the slopes. Wind-Breaker Lining keeps 
your hands dry and toasty warm. The palm is made with leather to increase comfort. A 
favourite of LEVEL’s pro team.

Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Wind Breaker Lining

Dry Technology 
Wind Breaker

Features 
Short cuff, sublimation on back & palm, extra grip glove
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THOMAS FEURSTEIN
For the last 10 years, Thomas has stood among the best of the best in the snowboard world. From 
the early days of contests, to his transition into filming, Thomas has remarkable accomplishments 
including winning the Freeride World Tour in 2016 and putting out solid video parts in multiple 
snowboard movies.  
 
A collaborative effort between Thomas and the in-house designers here in LEVEL have taken this 
passion and knowledge and molded into the Web Mitt, a lightweight pipe glove which is designed 
to be cool and not get sweaty when you are hiking the backcountry or cruising the slopes. A 
favourite of LEVEL’s pro team for its minimal style.

WEB MITTEN

Code 
2380UM

Color 
18 black-grey

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Hydrofill
Features 
Short cuff,  
Sublimation on back & palm

WEB

Code 
2380UG

Color 
18 black-grey

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)
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Mario Wanger - Austria
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3009UM

Color 
58 goldenrod

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

KJETIL JANSRUD
Kjetil Jansrud, born 1985 in Stavanger Norway, is a 21-time World Cup Winner, and 
he’s also been on the World Cup podium 27 times across three disciplines. He has 
two World Championship Silver Medals and a total of 4 Crystal Globes and 5 Olympic 
medals. His incredible accomplishments place him in the conversation rivalling the 
best Alpine Skiers of all time.  
 
The new LEVEL World Cup Mitten, developed together with Kjetil, is engineered 
with the best materials to maximize comfort, performance and durability. The 
Thermoplus 4000 certification guarantees to keep your hands warm. The Superfabric 
material ensures protection and low friction during snow-contact. The result of this 
collaboration with Kjetil produced a perfectly blended product of warmth, protection 
and comfort for outstanding performance.

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment

Highlights 
Special Gate Protection on Back 
Kirax Stimulator System

Features 
Sublimation on back, outside stitching, silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric®, 
Custom fit, exchangeable wings
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CHRISTOF INNERHOFER
James Bond or Christof Innerhofer – one is a fictional international spy who 
leads of life of action and danger, and always ends up with a beautiful woman. 
The other is a real-life international super-star athlete/fashion model who leads 
a life of action and danger, and always ends up with a beautiful woman.  
 
Christof has always had a thing for fashion and his ski-outfit are no exception. 
That’s why the new SQ CF Pro Model is a masterpiece of design and 
technology. The red inserts signify Christof’s favorite color and blend nicely 
with LEVEL’s marquee yellow color.  This Pro model ensures great protection 
thanks to the Superfabric back knuckles and its fit is exceptional…. Just like a 
James Bond’s Tuxedo! 

SQ CF

Code 
3016UG

Color 
11 red

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL)

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment
Highlights 
Knuckle Protection 
Kirax Stimulator System

SQ CF MITT

Code 
3016UM

Color 
11 red

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL)

JUNIOR’S SQ CF

Code 
4112JG

Color 
11 red 

JUNIOR’S SQ CF MITT

Code 
4112JM

Color 
11 red 



BLISS 
The Bliss line, specially designed by women for women who love snow. LEVEL used its first hand  experience 

as well as input from a diverse group of female riders and skiers to develop a line of  women’s gloves and 
mitts unlike any other: warmer, dryer, softer, ultra-breathable,  and unimaginably comfortable.
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MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

3D CONSTRUCTION
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits 
a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces 
wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

CASHMERE LINING
Cashmere is usually indicated 
by an incredibly soft finish, 
which is a result of delicate 
fibres that are almost silky to 
the touch. This sought-after 
fabric is made in Italy using 
advanced technologies and is 
three times more insulating 
than sheep wool. 

COSY FUR
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur 
cuff for optimum warmth and 
comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to 
your winter looks.

5000 - EXTRA WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
8107LM

Color 
.20 blue

Size 
XS / M

WOMEN’S FLAMES MITT
Innovative, extra warm mitten cut for women; the special preformed shape gives it 
a modern look. Certified 5000 THERMOPLUS, it offers optimal warmth in all weather 
conditions.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Long fur cuff, nylon powder cuff
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Code 
8144LG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S OASIS PLUS
Among our top sellers and all-time classic models, 
updated with a new look and technical characteristics. 
Primaloft® padding and cashmere lining ensure 
maximum warmth and comfort. THERMOPLUS 5000.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Stretch Micro Nylon 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Long fur cuff, storm leash, adjustable strap, nylon 
powder cuff

Code 
8144LM

Color 
.23 blue grey

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S OASIS PLUS MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
8190LM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
4 (JR S) / 8/JR 4XL

WOMEN’S JADE GIRL MITT
Super warm mitten for all young riders who like to 
stand out on the slopes. Primaloft® padding, long cuff 
and soft cashmere lining. THERMOPLUS 5000.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Soft Fabric
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Long fur cuff, powder cuff
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SWAROVSKI PATCH
The Swarovski crystal pattern 
is inspired by Sierra’s favorite 
Native American silver cuff, 
something unique, bold, yet 
classic.

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

CASHMERE LINING
Cashmere is usually indicated 
by an incredibly soft finish, 
which is a result of delicate 
fibres that are almost silky to 
the touch. This sought-after 
fabric is made in Italy using 
advanced technologies and is 
three times more insulating 
than sheep wool. 

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
8152LM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 8 (M)

WOMEN’S SIERRA MITT
Quality, class and refinement. The back of the SIERRA glove glitters with Swarovski 
crystals. Primaloft® padding and cashmere lining ensure maximum warmth and 
comfort.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather 
Water Proof Sheep Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur on cuff,  
storm leash,  
Swarovski patch

COSY FUR
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur 
cuff for optimum warmth and 
comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to 
your winter looks.

SIERRA QUITIQUIT, PRO MODEL
For Sierra, it’s all about the combination of function and style. She worked with 
the team at Bliss to design these mittens as a reflection of her personal style and 
needs for the mountains. The Swarovski crystal pattern is inspired by her favorite 
Native American silver cuff that she wears almost every day. She wanted to create 
something unique, bold, yet classic.



Silvia Bertagna - Italy
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GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

ARTIST DESIGN - ELSA GRACE CRESTED BUTTE, CO
I was contacted by LEVEL Gloves to create several pairs of gloves and mittens for 
their Bliss collection that is designed by women, for women. For the art direction 
of the mittens we opted for a Western theme (my jam). The studded pair of mitts 
were essentially my idea of my dream mitt. Kinda Saucy, yet very tasteful. The 
laced groups were inspired by vintage Italian hiking boots with leather and wool 
fabrication.

Code 
8136LM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 8 (M)

WOMEN’S DUSTY MITT GORE-TEX
When cutting-edge design meets technology. Soft sheepskin, above average warmth 
and guaranteed water resistance thanks to GORE-TEX Plus Warm.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Features 
Fur cuff 
Metal studs decoration 
Leather with crocodile pattern

METAL STUDS
Metal studs and sleek alligator 
pattern leather for a glint-
inspired mitten.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.
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8104LM

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 8 (M)

WOMEN’S COCO MITT
This is a revisitation of a classic for the LEVEL house. The new COCO MITT is a 
super warm mitten, refined with attention to details.....100% sure of herself.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silk Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur short cuff

Code 
8124LM

Color 
.46 luxury

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S MUMMIES MITT
Known as the warmest mitten on the market, this unique style is a LEVEL best 
seller.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Reinforced Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silk Lining with Polygiene Treatment
Features 
Long fur cuff, storm leash, powder cuff
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MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

SHOE LACES FIT
Adjustable laces clipped 
together with a secure locking, 
to tighten or loosen, simply 
adjust the locking device for 
the desired fit

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
8109LM

Color 
.40 pk white

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 8 (M))

WOMEN’S DAKOTA
Yet another innovative design from LEVEL. After great success of the “sneaker” design, 
LEVEL has brought out the “outdoor shoe”. Elegant yet curious, patented design. This 
glove is sure to give maximum performance in terms of warmth and comfort.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur cuff, adjustable fit by shoe laces
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Code 
8174LG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S VENUS
A unique design, for all-mountain riding woman enriched with style.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Cuff with fur inside, storm leash, adjustable strap

Code 
8174LM

Color 
.50 tribe

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S VENUS MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

METAL DETAILS
Metal studs and sleek Bliss logo 
for a glint-inspired glove&mitten.

COSY FUR
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff 
for optimum warmth and comfort. 
This model is ideal for adding a 
touch of glamour to your winter 
looks.
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SILVER LINING
Little silver dots reflect and 
retain the warmth your body 
generates, while dissipating 
moisture and excess heat.

SILICONE DETAILS
A sleek silicone pattern 
with embossed details for a 
fashionable look.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
8167LG

Color 
.43 PK Black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S EMERALD GORE-TEX
This active design can be noted in the details of this glove. Nothing is left to chance: 
a mix of leather textures which contribute to the technical characteristics of warmth, 
breathability and waterproof.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Silver Lining
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Active
Features 
Short cuff with fur inside, zip on cuff, storm leash

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.
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MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

SILICONE PRINTED 
PALM
A silicone pattern applied to 
the palm. Provides excellent 
waterproofing, improved 
sensitivity, and exceptional 
grip.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
8179LM

Color 
.41 ninja black

Size 
XS / M

WOMEN’S CORAL CHIC MITT
Pro rider exclusive model with cashmere lining. The perfect combination of style, 
warmth and functionality. Designed and developed by the BLISS riders Team. Unique!

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Silicone Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Cashmere Lining

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Knitted cuff easy fit, storm leash

CASHMERE LINING
Cashmere is usually indicated 
by an incredibly soft finish, 
which is a result of delicate 
fibres that are almost silky to 
the touch. This sought-after 
fabric is made in Italy using 
advanced technologies and is 
three times more insulating 
than sheep wool. 
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Code 
8170LM

Color 
.10 brown

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 8 (M)

WOMEN’S SIBERIAN MITT
The SIBERIAN mitten has a youthful, edgy feel. A firm favourite with BLISS 
customers, it’s fun, unconventional and extra warm.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Fur Fabric 
Silicon Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Fleece
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short neoprene cuff, storm leash

Code 
8178LM

Color 
.39 pk rainbow

Size 
XS / M

WOMEN’S CORAL MITT
This model is the cold weather choice of the BLISS pro team. The perfect 
combination of style, warmth and functionality.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric, Silicone Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft, Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Knitted cuff easy fit, storm leash



WOMEN’S LEATHER 
The Women’s Leather collection sets the standard for design and leather quality and softness. Built for 

maximum comfort.
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SOFT YET RESISTANT 
LEATHER
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

SHORT GAUNTLET-
STYLE
The short under-cuff can easily 
be tucked into your ski jacket 
for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist 
movement. 4000 - VERY WARM

THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
3237WG

Color 
.35 black-white

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S MAYA
A sports fashion glove made of supple goat leather. The warm Primaloft® insulation 
keeps your digits happy on bone-chilling days and creates a very soft and comfortable 
fit. A must try!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Goat Leather 
Suede + Silicon Print Reinforced On Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short neoprene cuff, adjustable strap on palm

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!
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ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

SILICON PRINT 
REINFORCEMENT
Reinforced synthetic leather 
palm with black silicone-
patterned dots that provide 
durability and excellent grip.

Code 
3237WM

Color 
.35 black-white

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S MAYA MITT
A sports fashion glove made of supple goat leather. The warm Primaloft® insulation 
keeps your digits happy on bone-chilling days and creates a very soft and comfortable 
fit. A must try!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Goat Leather 
Suede + Silicon Print Reinforced On Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short neoprene cuff, adjustable strap on palm

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!
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Code 
3272WG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S CLASSIC
Extra soft leather and Primaloft® padding make this glove extra comfortable. 
The classic look makes it a best-seller, year after year.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Features 
Black boa on cuff, adjustable strap

Code 
3272WM

Color 
.09 white

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S CLASSIC MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes it easy 
to fit under jackets therefore 
offering a better closure.

SHEEP LEATHER
A water resistant leather that is 
exceptionally soft, used especially 
on the backs of the gloves.



WOMEN’S ALPINE 
This Women’s Alpine line represents the essential of LEVEL spirit; filled with functions, clean design and 

intelligent details for skiers and riders who enjoy winter and search for warmth and comfort.
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GOOSE DOWN
High-fill power goose down 
represents the highest quality 
down commercially available. 
The down is isolated in small 
chambers so there is no fill 
migration; this ensures goose 
down even distribution and a 
great insulation performance.

PREFORMED FINGERS
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits 
a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces 
wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

COSY FUR
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur 
cuff for optimum warmth and 
comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to 
your winter looks.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
3254WM

Color 
.39 pk rainbow

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S ULTRALITE MITT
Unique goose down mitt, extremely light, puffy, warm and fashion look.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Soft Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Down (550 Filpower) 
Level Loft 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur cuff, adjustable strap

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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SILVER LINING
Little silver dots reflect and 
retain the warmth your body 
generates, while dissipating 
moisture and excess heat.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
3234WG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S I-SUPER RADIATOR GORE-TEX
Women’s favorite product! The ultimate defense against the harshest winter 
elements…super warm, waterproof, with exceptional breathability. Features GORE-TEX 

Plus Warm, Primaloft® insulation, wool lining and itouch technology.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Micro Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silver Lining + Hydrofill silky Touch with Polygiene Treatment
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Highlights 
I-Touch System (in the glove only) 
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure, stretch fabric

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!
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Code 
3234WM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S SUPER RADIATOR  
  MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

SILICONE DETAILS
A sleek silicone pattern 
with embossed details for a 
fashionable look.

NOS
Never out of stock (NOS) 
program assures retailers about 
their deliveries within one to 
three days after placing orders 
and is useful for re-orders.
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THE PERFECT FIT
By creating gloves in half sizes, 
LEVEL delivers the perfect fit 
and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and 
happy days on snow!

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

Code 
3265WG

Color 
.19 white-red

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S IRIS
A glove with super soft leather which is elegant and sporty at the same time, 
with Primaloft® padding and membrane: what could you want more?

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur on cuff, zip on back cuff

Code 
3265WM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S IRIS MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside



Sierra Quitiquit - Japan
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Code 
3339WG

Color 
.20 blue

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S ASTRA GORE-TEX
Sporty, modern, technical glove with an ergonomic fit at an exceptional price. 
The GORE-TEX membrane guarantees waterproof protection.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Stretch Micro Nylon
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Needle 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Gloves
Features 
Fur cuff

METAL LOGO
LEVEL metal logo featuring 
sleek embossed accents. Very 
glamorous and sophisticated.

COSY FUR
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur 
cuff for optimum warmth and 
comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to 
your winter looks.

Code 
3339WM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S ASTRA MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside
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Code 
3344WG

Color 
.41 ninja black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S ALPINE
Waterproof, warm and resistant; the ALPINE woman glove has top quality 
materials to deliver the best performance. A classic yet sporty glove that has 
evolved in its design and technology.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Stretch Micro Nylon 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short fur cuff

Code 
3344WM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S ALPINE MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.
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Code 
3354WG

Color 
.20 blue

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S JOLIE
A solution for the skier looking for femininity and comfort.  
Soft leather cuff.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Genuine Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Fur cuff, adjustable strap

Code 
3354WM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S JOLIE MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

METAL LOGO
LEVEL metal logo featuring 
sleek embossed accents. Very 
glamorous and sophisticated.

COSY FUR
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur 
cuff for optimum warmth and 
comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to 
your winter looks.

LEATHER PALM
The finest goat leather in 
the world. LEVELs' leathers 
natural water repellency, 
durability, and insulating 
properties guarantee the best 
performance.
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Code 
3366WG

Color 
.48 jacquard

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S HERO
Classic look, great fit and an awesome value. The woman’s HERO is fully 
waterproof, breathable and warm.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short fur cuff, adjustable strap

Code 
3366WM

Color 
.46 luxury

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S HERO MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside



LEATHER 
The men’s leather is fresh and with clean new lines. Rich in details and solutions provided by the athletes 

who launch the latest trends. The materials used are of the highest quality, including ultra-soft leather 
combined with high quality details. The insulation and liners are the best available on the market.
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4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

WATERPROOF GOAT 
LEATHER
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger..

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

I-TOUCH SYSTEM
The “I-Touch” system allows you 
to use your smart phone without 
having to remove the glove.

Code 
2076UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

CAYENNE GORE-TEX
The CAYENNE is the result of continuous research to push the boundaries. A glove 
where you can see that full attention has been paid down to the tiniest technical detail. 
Extremely warm, waterproof, breathable, with undeniable class. Ideal for the skier who 
won’t settle for anything less.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Highlights 
I-Touch System

Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.
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SWISS WOOL
This natural material is 
characterized by thin fibres 
which do not retain odours 
making this type of wool 
antimicrobial. Wool provides 
warmth and draws sweat 
away from the skin, keeping a 
sensation of dryness.

OUTSIDE FINGER 
STITCHING
This construction provides a 
better fit and a perfect grip.

CLIP-IN LOOP
The clip-in loop can be used 
to secure your gloves to a 
backpack with the convenient 
supplied carabiner.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
2064UG

Color 
.10 brown

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

OFF PISTE LEATHER
All mountain leather short cuff glove, a favorite of the LEVEL pro team for its styling 
and warmth.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather

Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Swiss Wool 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Features 
Short neoprene cuff,  
Safety leash,  
Outside stitching on palm,  
Carabiner
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Code 
2064UT

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

OFF PISTE LEATHER TRIGGER
Fit 
Natural

Code 
2064UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

OFF PISTE LEATHER MITT
Fit 
Natural

SPECIFIC LEATHER 
TREATMENT
KERATAN is a unique 
leather treatment designed 
to significantly increase 
the abrasion protection 
and durability of finest 
performance goatskin leathers. 
The benefits of KERATAN are: 
resistance to extreme levels 
of abrasion, functionality and 
comfort. The long effective life 
combined with FireBloc II, can 
make them flame resistant to 
the Martindale abrasion test; 
45,000 revolutions to hole 
(average value 1mm thick 
WR100).

SAFETY STORM 
LEASH
A new leash concept that offers 
an increased safety feature for 
riders and skiers.

MICROINJECTION 
RUBBER ICON
Rubber insert applied and 
stitched on the palm for a 
touch of style!
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Code 
5035UG

Color 
.09 white

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

RS
The RS is where class, elegance and athleticism meet. The minimalist design 
complements the quality of the fine goat leather. A must have!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Hydrofill
Features 
Under jacket embossed cuff

Code 
5035UT

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

RS TRIGGER
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

THUMB PADDING
Thumb padding for added 
impact protection and better 
flexibility.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.



Basti Huber - Austria
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MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

Code 
5000UG

Color 
.33 scottish brown

Size 
7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL)

REXFORD
The super-styled REXFORD is the cold weather choice of LEVEL’s pro team. The perfect 
combo of style, comfort and function.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather 
Reinforced Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short neoprene cuff palm, hook&loop closure

WATERPROOF GOAT 
LEATHER
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger..

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

3000 - WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.
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Code 
5000UT

Color 
.15 anthracite

Size 
7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL)

REXFORD TRIGGER
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
5001UM

Color 
.33 scottish brown

Size 
7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL)

REXFORD MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

REINFORCED LEATHER 
PALM
Abrasion-resistant goat leather 
patches on palm and index 
finger for both stretch and 
durability.

THUMB PADDING
Thumb padding for added 
impact protection and better 
flexibility.
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Code 
3213UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

BOMBER
One of the LEVEL bestsellers, revisited and revamped 
in a more contemporary style.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Features 
Hook&loop closure

Code 
5006UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 10,5 (3XL)

REXFORD UTAH
After the great success of the “sneaker” design LEVEL 
has brought out the new “outdoor shoe”. Elegant yet 
curious, patented design. Maximum performance in 
terms of warmth and comfort.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Adjustable fit by shoe laces, laser print on palm

Code 
5002UM

Color 
.06 light blue

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 10,5 (3XL)

REXFORD SNEAKER
Super-styled sneaker like design; extra warm, super 
soft and newest style, nothing to compare!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff,  
Adjustable fit by shoe laces 
Interchangeable laces available in two colors

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays 
Fresh Technology, enjoy 
fresh-all-day confidence. 
Polygiene makes your 
glove/mitten stay fresh!
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2333UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
S / XL

EMPIRE
A glove with soft, simple lines for skiers and boarders. The soft goat leather, 
water resistance, high thermal insulation and short cuff make the EMPIRE one 
of the most used by the LEVEL pro team.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Light Fleece
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Knitted cuff, storm leash

Code 
2332UM

Color 
.05 beige

Size 
S / XL

EMPIRE MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

EMBOSSED DETAILS
LEVEL embossed logo plus 
EVA padding on back of hand 
and knuckles for added impact 
protection.

SHORT GAUNTLET-STYLE
The short under-cuff can easily be 
tucked into your ski jacket for more 
agility and less bulk getting in your 
way of wrist movement. 



ALPINE 
LEVEL men’s alpine line provide best in class performance, combined with functional technical features and 

style. LEVEL men’s alpine line provide best in class performance, combined with functional technical features 
and style.
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4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

WATERPROOF GOAT 
LEATHER
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger..

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

Code 
3331UG

Color 
.18 black-grey

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

ACE
A combination of quality materials and elegant lines.  Goat's leather and fabric inserts 
compliment each other in this THERMOPLUS 4000 model.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Water Resistant Stretch Micro Nylon 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Long cuff with zip for easy fit and adjustable strap

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

CLOSING SYSTEM
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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SILVER LINING
Little silver dots reflect and 
retain the warmth your body 
generates, while dissipating 
moisture and excess heat.

Code 
3224UG

Color 
.18 black-grey

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

I-SUPER RADIATOR GORE-TEX
We designed the I-SUPER RADIATOR as the ultimate defense against the harshest 
winter elements, super warm, waterproof, with exceptional breathability. Features 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm, Primaloft insulation and I-touch technology.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Micro Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silver Lining
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Highlights 
I-Touch System (on glove only)
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure, stretch fabric

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

NOS
Never out of stock (NOS) 
program assures retailers about 
their deliveries within one to 
three days after placing orders 
and is useful for re-orders.
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Code 
3224UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

SUPER RADIATOR MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
3330UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

SHARP
This glove is made from extra soft leather making it elegant and sporty. The 
Primaloft® padding, membrane and fit have been studied to ensure the best fit: 
what could you want more?

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sheep Leather 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, zip on cuff

KNUCKLE FLEX
Stretch flex knuckle panels for 
added comfort and ease of move.

GOAT LEATHER PALM
This tough and protective 
palm combines woven water-
resistant micro fabric and goat 
leather for both stretch and 
durability, while a GORE-TEX 
waterproof and breathable 
insert keeps intruding moisture 
at bay.

3D ADJUSTABLE 
STRAP
This 3D-shaped closing system 
makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a 
better closure.
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SILVER LINING
Little silver dots reflect and 
retain the warmth your body 
generates, while dissipating 
moisture and excess heat.

Code 
3336UG

Color 
.18 black-grey

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

EVOLUTION GORE-TEX
A GORE-TEX glove so essential that it aims only for the maximum warmth, waterproof 
and breathability.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Water Resistant Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Silver Lining
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Active
Features 
Short cuff, adjustable strap

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

PREFORMED FINGERS
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits 
a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces 
wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

3000 - WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.
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Code 
3363UG

Color 
.06 light blue

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

CHALLENGER
Our best-value Membra-Therm Plus ski glove, the Challenger is a warm, 
waterproof, four-season glove that excels at everyday, inbounds shredding.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Needle 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Under cuff, hook&loop closure

Code 
3339UG

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

TROUPER GORE-TEX
Classic look, great fit with GORE-TEX membrane. The TROUPER guarantees a 
warm experience for your days on the snow.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Gloves
Features 
Short cuff, adjustable strap
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Code 
3343UM

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

ALPINE MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
3343UG

Color 
.21 navy blue

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

ALPINE
Waterproof, warm, and rugged, the ALPINE is a great value in performance 
gloves.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Soft Fabric 
Reinforced Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
3367UG

Color 
.17 navy-anthracite

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

HERO
Classic look, great fit and an awesome value. The HERO is fully waterproof, 
breathable and warm.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, adjustable strap

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane insert 
that creates a waterproof barrier between 
exterior layer of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth and comfort 
by keeping the hands dry.

ADJUSTMENT BUCKLE STRAP
Simple quick-adjustment strap that allows 
infinite adjustments and keeps that settings 
all day.

SOFT SHELL
This four-way stretch fabric enhances fit 
properties, offers great breathability and 
quick-drying making it ideal for cold weather 
ski runs!



MOUNTAIN 
The mountain line introduces many new and restyled models which are the expression of big mountain 
riding and freeride. Only the highest quality materials, including ultra-soft leather combined with very 

innovative fabrics are used in this line.
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5000 - EXTRA WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

ELASTIC CORD
This elastic cord seals from the 
outside environment when 
the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes 
completely over your jacket 
sleeve and cinch's tight with 
the cord.

Code 
2049UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
S / XXL

BIG MOUNTAIN
The apex of research and technology in terms of warmth.  Tested and developed by our 
athletes on the highest peaks on the planet.  Its CV features over 11 peaks of 8,000m 
or more.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Features 
Long adjustable cuff, storm leash

SILK LINING
LEVEL is presenting a new 
silk lining in the women’s 
line which offers a great 
softness and increases thermal 
insulation.

REINFORCED LEATHER 
PALM
Abrasion-resistant goat leather 
patches on palm and thumb 
finger for both stretch and 
durability.

LONG CUFF
Long gauntlet-style glove offers 
higher insulation and seals out 
the cold very effectively thanks 
to a draw cord.

STORM LEASH
This cord is used to secure 
the glove to your hand with 
an adjustable plastic. A big 
advantage when you don't 
want to wear gloves but want 
to keep them attached to the 
wrist.
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5000 - EXTRA WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

PREFORMED SHAPE
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits 
a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces 
wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

SWISS WOOL
This natural material is 
characterized by thin fibres 
which do not retain odours 
making this type of wool 
antimicrobial. Wool provides 
warmth and draws sweat 
away from the skin, keeping a 
sensation of dryness.

Code 
2071UM

Color 
.53 dark

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

ALASKA MITT
Super loaded mountain mitt... maximum warm and performance in any circumstance.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Soft Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Swiss Wool 
Silk Lining with Polygiene treatment
Features 
Safety leash, zip on cuff, hook&loop closure, preformed glove, nose cleaner

SILK LINING
LEVEL is presenting a new 
silk lining in the women’s 
line which offers a great 
softness and increases thermal 
insulation.

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

CLOSING SYSTEM
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

SAFETY STORM 
LEASH
A new leash concept that offers 
an increased safety feature for 
riders and skiers.
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MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

REMOVABLE LINER
A removable lining where the back 
of the lining is built with a hot thick 
material whilst the palm is thinner to 
maintain sensitivity. The removable 
liner can be removed and washed.

Code 
2066UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

HELI MITT GORE-TEX
Fit 
Natural

Code 
2066UG

Color 
.35 black-white

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

HELI GORE-TEX
Maximum performance and versatility. A true mountain design with a long 
cuff, this glove is full of GORE-TEX Plus Warm.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Stretch Youkon Nylon 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Boa Fleece inside
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Features 
Removable lining, long cuff, safety leash, carabiner, H&R finger, nose cleaner
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MULTIFUNCTION 
POCKET
Pocket positioned on the top 
of the glove. May be used to 
insert hand warmers, ski-pass 
or other small objects. If 
unzipped during warm days 
it allows better air circulation 
thanks to the inner mesh.

LEVEL NEEDLE
Compact but high performance 
insulation made of microfibres 
that offers warmth and 
resistance in all winter 
conditions.

Code 
2091UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

RANGER
All mountain glove, in version 5 fingers and trigger mitt.  Designed to be robust and 
warm, complete with adjustable leash and and I-TOUCH system.  The design combines 
leather and fabric inserts.  Practical pocket on the back.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Level Needle 
Boa Fleece inside
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Highlights 
I-Touch System (only on glove)
Features 
Long cuff,  
safety leash,  
nose cleaner,  
H&R, adjustable strap,  
warm pocket on back

NOS
Never out of stock (NOS) 
program assures retailers about 
their deliveries within one to 
three days after placing orders 
and is useful for re-orders.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
2091UT

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

RANGER TRIGGER
Fit 
Relaxed

Code 
2091UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

RANGER MITT
Fit 
Relaxed

CLIP-IN LOOP
The clip-in loop can be used 
to secure your gloves to a 
backpack with the convenient 
supplied carabiner.

GOAT LEATHER PALM
This tough and protective 
palm combines woven water-
resistant micro fabric and goat 
leather for both stretch and 
durability, while a MEMBRA-
THERM PLUS waterproof 
and breathable insert keeps 
intruding moisture at bay.

POWDER CUFF
This nylon cuff has a 
convenient adjustment for 
the closure around the wrist 
preventing snow from getting 
inside when riding powder.

SAFETY LEASH
This cord is used to secure the 
glove to your hand with an 
elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don't want to wear 
gloves but want to keep them 
attached to the wrist.
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4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
2085UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
S / XL

YETI MITT
Mitten in authentic goose down; extremely light, technical and very warm. The best 
choice for a real mountain experience.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Soft Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Down (550 Filpower) 
Silky Touch Lining with Polygiene treatment
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Long cuff, safety leash, elastic on cuff, nose cleaner

ELASTIC CORD
This elastic cord seals from the 
outside environment when 
the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes 
completely over your jacket 
sleeve and cinch's tight with 
the cord.

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

SAFETY STORM 
LEASH
A new leash concept that offers 
an increased safety feature for 
riders and skiers.

NOS
Never out of stock (NOS) 
program assures retailers about 
their deliveries within one to 
three days after placing orders 
and is useful for re-orders.

GOOSE DOWN
High-fill power goose down 
represents the highest quality 
down commercially available. 
The down is isolated in small 
chambers so there is no fill 
migration; this ensures goose 
down even distribution and a 
great insulation performance.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
1112UG

Color 
.21 navy blue

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

STAR
A unique design for all types of riders. A LEVEL 
bestseller.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Kevlar Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Light Fleece
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Long cuff, storm leash, adjustable strap, fleece 
removable lining, warm pocket on back, nose cleaner

Code 
1112UT

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

STAR TRIGGER
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
1112UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

STAR MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

REMOVABLE LINER
A removable lining where the back 
of the lining is built with a hot 
thick material whilst the palm is 
thinner to maintain sensitivity. The 
removable liner can be removed 
and washed.

KEVLAR 
REINFORCEMENT
Kevlar offers optimal combination 
of strength, performance and 
comfort, protection you can trust.

LONG CUFF
Long gauntlet-style glove offers 
higher insulation and seals out 
the cold very effectively thanks to 
a draw cord.
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Code 
1109UG

Color 
.38 pk brown

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

RESCUE GORE-TEX
Nice and soft flex grip. 3 gloves in one system; the RESCUE has a stretch fleece 
lining that fits great!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Gloves
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure, inner glove in stretch micropile

Code 
1109UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

RESCUE GORE-TEX MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the whole day 
out, you want to avoid numb fingers. 
Even in harsh, cold conditions 
the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your hands 
warmer for longer.

INNER GLOVE
Light, stretchy glove with printed 
silicone palm, ideal for skiing, trail 
running or hiking. Combined with 
the external shell guarantees warmth 
and insulation even in the coldest 
days.
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Code 
2079UG

Color 
.10 brown

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL)

PATROL
For all mountain addicts, super warm, waterproof and 
breathable.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Micro Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ Platinum 
Boa Fleece inside
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Safety leash, long cuff, adjustable strap, nose cleaner

Code 
2079UT

Color 
.38 pk brown

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL)

PATROL TRIGGER
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
2079UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL)

PATROL MITT
Features 
Trigger Lining Inside

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth and 
comfort by keeping the hands dry.

SAFETY LEASH
This cord is used to secure the 
glove to your hand with an elastic 
strap. A big advantage when you 
don't want to wear gloves but 
want to keep them attached to 
the wrist.

THINSULATE™ PLATINIUM
The unique microfibers of 
Thinsulate™ insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres of 
other synthetic insulations, which 
means they’re much more efficient 
at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth.
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Code 
1126UG

Color 
.18 black-grey

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

MATRIX GORE-TEX
A classic model that has been revisited and updated.  
Another step forward in terms of versatility and 
warmth. GORE-TEX membrane.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Griptex Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Fleece
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Active
Features 
Easy fit with neoprene cuff + puller, nose cleaner

Code 
1126UM

Color 
.17 navy-anthracite

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

MATRIX GORE-TEX MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

H&R
Round finger tips are more 
durable and reduce catching 
on abrasive objects. 

GOGGLE & NOSE 
CLEANER
The mini goggle squeegees 
helps to easy-clean your lenses. 
The special velvet fabric on the 
thumb provides a soft place to 
wipe your runny nose.

PULLER
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/mitten

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the whole 
day out, you want to avoid numb 
fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of 
inner lining, membrane and outer 
material is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.
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Code 
1146UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL)

CRUISE
A great LEVEL product at a great price. The CRUISE is fully waterproof, 
breathable, warm, and rugged insulation.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Griptex Finger Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes it easy to fit 
under jackets therefore offering a better 
closure.

THE PERFECT FIT
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL 
delivers the perfect fit and ensures 
correct insulation that leads to warm 
hands and happy days on snow!

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane insert 
that creates a waterproof barrier between 
exterior layer of the glove and the 
insulating materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the hands dry.



MOUNTAIN LIGHT 
Outdoor gloves for hiking, alpine ski touring, and other outdoor adventures. Perfect gloves that withstand 

tough abuse and are made from our best materials.
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OVERGLOVES THERMO-PLUS 5000
Over glove for gloves and mittens, designed to provide a surplus of warmth and comfort.  A huge help in extreme conditions

OVERGLOVES THERMO-PLUS 4000
Designed to provide warmth and comfort.  A big help in extreme conditions. Easy to roll up and carry in a pocket for use when the weather turns bad.

OVERGLOVES THERMO-PLUS 3000
The shell can either be stowed or pulled over the fingers offering enough protection in all coldest/ wettest conditions, whilst keeping the fingers free and easily accessible to adjust zips or clothing. 

5000 - EXTRA WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MAKE IT YOURS 
DESIGN YOUR OWN
Create your own custom 
overglove. Choose your style, 
colors, patterns & more.

EASY ACCESS
Flip back the shell and free your 
fingers to play with your phone, 
camera without freezing your 
digits!

Code 
6050OM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
S / L

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric, Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Level Needle, Knitted Brush inside
Features 
Puller for easy fit, storm leash

Code 
6044OM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
S / L

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Micro Fabric
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill, Knitted Brush inside
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus

Code 
6019OM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
S / L

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill, Knitted Brush inside
Features 
Puller for easy fit, storm leash 
special construction with hole on palm

LEATHER PALM PULLER

WATERPROOF INSERT

STORM LEASH
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GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
Numb fingers can ruin any 
day. GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 
WINDSTOPPER® gloves block 
all wind, making them ideal 
for skiing or snowboarding, or 
just spending a day out with 
friends. 

I-TOUCH SYSTEM
The “I-Touch” system allows 
you to use your smart phone 
without having to remove the 
glove.

WIND&RAIN COVER
Created by LEVEL to improve 
wind and rain protection this 
technical feature is the perfect 
solution for temperature and 
weather changes

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

COVER POCKET
When not needed the Rain 
Cover can be easily stashed in 
the top-pocket.

2000 - STANDARD
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

Code 
3412UG

Color 
.53 dark

Size 
XS / XXL

TEMPEST I-TOUCH WINDSTOPPER®

Technical  GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® and I-Touch glove; it is the ultimate 
in versatility. Wear the  GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® liner as a spring, casual, 
or driving glove and use the wind and rain protection for temperature and weather 
changes.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER®

Highlights 
I-Touch System

Features 
Short cuff, pocket on back for wind&rain cover



WIND&RAIN COVER

Code 
3451UG

Color 
.53 dark

Size 
XS / XXL

TRAIL POLARTEC I-TOUCH
Multi sport Polartec® i touch glove; incredibly versatile with its rain cover.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Polartec® 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Insulation 
Polartec®

Highlights 
I-Touch System

Features 
Short cuff, pocket on back for wind&rain cover

TECHNICAL PALM
Leather patch reinforcement as 
silicone drops provide a secure 
grip. Digital material on the index 
finger allows for gloves-on touch 
screen functionality.
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WIND&RAIN COVER

Code 
3465UG

Color 
.04 grey

Size 
S / XXL

I-HIGHLAND
I-Touch glove for all use in winter.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Stretch Fleece Fabric
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Highlights 
I-Touch System

Features 
Soft patch reinforce on palm

Code 
3481UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
XS / XXL

SPIDER PLUS
A multi-use slim glove with stretch wind&rain cover. Touch screen friendly.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Stretch Fleece Fabric
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Highlights 
I-Touch System

Features 
Short cuff, pocket on back for wind&rain cover
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Code 
3482UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
XS / XXL

SPIDER
Great stretch windproof glove! Multi  use and multi 
sport. Reflex print for night use!

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Stretch Fleece Fabric
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Highlights 
I-Touch System

Features 
Short cuff

Code 
3480UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
XS / L

SILK
Under glove in silk, warm and great feeling.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Silk Fabric
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Features 
Very thin and warm under glove

Code 
3483UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
XS / L

MERINO
Under glove in merino wool. Soft, warm and resistant.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
100% Merino Fabric
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Features 
Very thin and warm under glove



TREND 
LEVEL trend line is a crossover line that unites all the technical and construction features of a snowboard 

gloves like reinforced palm, finger tips, and high breathability, with warmth, softness and comfort typical of 
ski product. This line is inspired by the new movement in skiing and snowboarding; it is the results of LEVEL 

riders requests.
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Code 
2335UG

Color 
.15 anthracite

Size 
XS / XXL

JOKER
Trendy leather mitten mixed with stylish fabric. Soft water resistant goat 
leather, high thermal insulation and internal cuff make "THE JOKER" the 
choice of many LEVEL Riders!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Knitted stretch cuff

Code 
2335UM

Color 
.53 dark

Size 
XS / XXL

JOKER MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

KNITTED CUFF
This nylon cuff prevents snow from 
getting inside when riding and 
keep you warm and cosy.

EMBOSSED DETAILS
A sleek LEVEL patch with 
embossed details for an extra 
touch.
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Code 
2220UG

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

ROVER
Designed and developed by the LEVEL Pro Team. A soft goat leather, mixed with 
resistant fabric for a great freeride glove!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Proof Goat Leather

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short neoprene cuff, hook&loop closure

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

WATERPROOF GOAT 
LEATHER
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger..

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

LASER DETAILS
Laser-etched shield logo on 
distressed leather for a rugged 
vintage look

3000 - WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.
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Code 
2220UM

Color 
.35 black-white

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

ROVER MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
2359UG

Color 
.05 beige

Size 
XS / XXL

SEVENTIES
Clean, fresh design.  Optimal fit facilitated by 'easy on' leash on the cuff.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Under cuff, with puller for easy fit
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STORM LEASH
This cord is used to secure 
the glove to your hand with 
an adjustable plastic. A big 
advantage when you don't 
want to wear gloves but want 
to keep them attached to the 
wrist.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

SHORT GAUNTLET-
STYLE
The short under-cuff can easily 
be tucked into your ski jacket 
for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist 
movement. 

2000 - STANDARD
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

GOGGLE & NOSE 
CLEANER
The mini goggle squeegees 
helps to easy-clean your lenses. 
The special velvet fabric on the 
thumb provides a soft place to 
wipe your runny nose.

Code 
2334UG

Color 
35 black-white

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

SUBURBAN GORE-TEX
LEVEL's most popular pipe glove now also with GORE-TEX grip, built to last.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Black Fleece
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX grip
Features 
Short under cuff, adjustable strap, storm leash, nose cleaner

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

LEATHER PALM
Abrasion-resistant goat leather 
patches on palm and index 
finger for both stretch and 
durability.
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WATERPROOF GOAT 
LEATHER
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger..

Code 
2415UG

Color 
.39 pk rainbow

Size 
S / XL

SUBURBAN ORIGINAL
The model that made history in snow parks around the world. Artillery for 
urban warfare!

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Water Resistant Stretch Fabric 
Silicone Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Light Fleece
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure, nose cleaner, storm leash

Code 
2352UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

SPITFIRE
A robust and flexible pipe glove with a minimalistic design. Palm in leather 
and waterproof membrane. For unbeatable dexterity.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Light Fleece
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, storm leash, grip glove

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
2339UG

Color 
.08 silver

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

SUBURBAN
LEVEL's most popular pipe glove, best fit and built to last.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Stretch Water Resistant Fabric  
Silicon Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Light Fleece
Features 
Short cuff,  storm leash

SILICONE PRINTED PALM
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, and 
exceptional grip.

Code 
2339UM

Color 
.08 silver

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

SUBURBAN MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better closure.
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Code 
2380UM

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

WEB MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
2380UG

Color 
.39 pk rainbow

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

WEB
Lightweight glove in 4-way stretch material, one of  the 
LEVEL Pro Team favourites.  Perfect for park and pipe 
thanks to its exceptional grip and fit.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric 
Silicon Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
1000 - Light

Insulation 
Hydrofill
Features 
Short cuff, 
sublimation on back & palm

Code 
2398UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
XS / XXL

WB
Minimal, contemporary design.  Optimal fit facilitated 
by 'easy on' leash on the cuff.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Stretch Water Resistant Fabric  
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Features 
Short cuff with puller for easy fit DOTS SILICONE PALM

A silicone pattern applied to 
the palm. Provides excellent 
waterproofing, improved 
sensitivity, and exceptional grip.
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ASYMMETRICAL 
DESIGN
Two different motifs are 
digitally printed  on both shells 
for a trendy-inspired glove.

LEATHER OR SILICONE 
PALM
Two different solutions. 
The silicone printed palm 
offers great grips and top 
performance while the leather 
one provides improved 
sensitivity and higher 
insulation.

WIND BREAKER 
LINING
A thin fabric lining designed to 
resist wind chill and light rain. 
It is of lightweight construction 
and made of a synthetic 
material.

Code 
2361UG

Color 
.04 grey

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

PRO RIDER
A favorite of LEVEL's pro team, a super stylish pipe glove built to perform.

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric 
Leather or Silicone Printed Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Wind Breaker Lining

Dry Technology 
Wind Breaker

Features 
Short cuff, sublimation on back & palm, extra grip glove

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

2000 - STANDARD
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.
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2361UM

Color 
.40 pk white

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

PRO RIDER MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
2361UT

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

PRO RIDER LOBSTER
Features 
2 Fingers Lining Inside, Silicone Printed Palm

SLEEK DETAILS
As the “pro” model in this line—
freeskier Andri Ragettli played 
a role in its development—the 
undercuff glove is feature-
packed. High-quality touches 
include an embroidery and 
leather-silicone palm.

LOBSTER SHAPE
Split-finger mitt for more 
thermal efficiency retaining 
enough dexterity to pinch a 
zipper or secure a helmet strap.



JUNIOR & KIDS 
The Junior LEVEL line is enriched with new technical and functional models to cover all the needs of small 

snow lovers.
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5000 - EXTRA WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

GOAT LEATHER PALM
The finest goat leather in 
the world. LEVELs' leathers 
natural water repellency, 
durability, and insulating 
properties guarantee the best 
performance.

Code 
4115JG

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S SUPER RADIATOR GORE-TEX
The JUNIOR'S SUPER RADIATOR is the ultimate defence against the harshness of 
winter elements; super warm, GORE-TEX and exceptional breathability!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
5000 - Extra Warm
Insulation 
Multilayer Primaloft® 
Fur Fleece Inside
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Active
Features 
Short cuff, adjustable strap

Code 
4115JM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S SUPER RADIATOR  
  MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

MULTILAYER 
PRIMALOFT®

Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers 
good breathability.

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.
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ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

BOA FLEECE INSIDE
Made with boa fleece fabric, a 
perfect material for winter. This 
thick and warm fabric makes 
you feel like you're wearing a 
comfortable blanket.

Code 
4186JG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S HELI
Freeride glove for kids, high quality, guaranteed performance, warmth and water 
resistance

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Boa Fleece inside
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Highlights 
Shock Absorber on Palm
Features 
Cuff with adjustable strap, safety leash, powder cuff

METAL DETAILS
Metal studs and sleek LEVEL 
logo for a glint-inspired 
glove&mitten.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
6082OJ

Color 
.01 black

Size 
XS (Jr) / S (Jr)

JUNIOR’S OVERGLOVES
Overglove for gloves and mittens, designed to provide surplus warmth and 
comfort. A big help in extreme conditions.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Features 
The right choice to make your gloves very warm!!!

Code 
4186JM

Color 
.04 grey

Size 
5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S HELI MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

PULLER
A wider puller inserted in 
upper-side of cuff helps to 
properly wear the overglove
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REINFORCED LEATHER 
PALM
Abrasion-resistant goat leather 
patches on palm and index 
finger for both stretch and 
durability.

Code 
4137JM

Color 
.06 light blue

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S RAINBOW DOWN MITT
This feather mitten for young future riders is the result of constant research in LEVEL. 
The feather padding assures maximum warmth along with a waterproof membrane, 
the leather patch on the palms ensures resistance.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Leather Patch On Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Down (550 Filpower) 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, preformed glove, puffy glove

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

GOOSE DOWN
High-fill power goose down 
represents the highest quality 
down commercially available. 
The down is isolated in small 
chambers so there is no fill 
migration; this ensures goose 
down even distribution and a 
great insulation performance.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
4189JM

Color 
.11 red

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S FORCE MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
4189JG

Color 
.11 red

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S FORCE GORE-TEX
The JUNIOR'S FORCE is the best choice for yourng skiers, a GORE-TEX glove 
that guarantees warm, dry hands

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Glove
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.
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Code 
4138JG

Color 
.06 light blue

Size 
5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S JUKE
A waterproof, durable, and warm all-around glove for young riders.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Level Loft 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, hook&loop closure

Code 
4138JM

Color 
.18 black-grey

Size 
5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S JUKE MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside
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Code 
4152JM

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
II (4-5 Y) / VI (11-12 Y)

JUNIOR’S JUNIOR MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
4152JG

Color 
.59 monster

Size 
II (4-5 Y) / VI (11-12 Y)

JUNIOR’S JUNIOR
The #1glove for kids, the LEVEL jr. is proven, durable, and waterproof.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Dry Technology 

Membra-Therm Plus 
Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Features 
Powder cuff, adjustable strap, 
sublimation on back, screen printed 
palm
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Code 
4146JM

Color 
.31 lime

Size 
I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y)

JUNIOR’S LUCKY MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

Code 
4146JG

Color 
.04 grey

Size 
I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y)

JUNIOR’S LUCKY
A waterproof, durable, and warm all-around glove for young skiers.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Features 
Zip on cuff, screen printed palm&back, special wrist inside
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Code 
4195JG

Color 
.12 green

Size 
I (2-3 Y) / VI (11-12 Y)

JUNIOR’S FUNNY
A long cuff glove made to well protect your child from the cold and snow.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Screen printed palm&back,  
Special wrist inside

Code 
4195JM

Color 
.30 fucsia

Size 
I (2-3 Y) / VI (11-12 Y)

JUNIOR’S FUNNY MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane insert 
that creates a waterproof barrier 
between exterior layer of the glove and 
the insulating materials. It optimizes 
warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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Code 
4182JG

Color 
.47 black-yellow

Size 
I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y)

JUNIOR’S DUDY
The DUDY is a warm junior product loaded with technical solutions like the 
long zip, internal stretch fleece cuff and cool design options!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Features 
Long zip on back for easy wear,  
Special Thermo fleece cuff,  
Screen print on back

Code 
4182JM

Color 
.62 hot pink

Size 
I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y)

JUNIOR’S DUDY MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside
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Code 
4174JM

Color 
.61 sky blue

Size 
0 (1-2 Y) / II (4-5 Y)

JUNIOR’S ANIMAL
Designed for warmth and fun, many animal characters and colors.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Hydrofill
Features 
Nylon powder cuff, screen printed 
palm, really, animal look on back
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STAY IN ONE PIECE 
Control Board - TÜV SÜD Product Service GmbH   
It’s all about pushing the limits. LEVEL gloves with Biomex wrist protection can help you stay in one piece...So you’ll be riding 
tomorrow instead of seeing the doctor. LEVELs proven Biomex wrist protection system is the result of an extensive and on-
going collaboration between snowboarders, the medical community, and engineers who understand bio-mechanics. Biomex 
research and development is based at the Klinik Gut, center of bone and joint surgery in St.Moritz, Switzerland, where LEVEL 
pros and physicians design and develop the most advanced wrist support technology on the market – the Biomex Plus. For 
beginners, the most frequent cause of a wrist fracture in snowboarding is a backwards fall.  For more experienced riders it’s 
a a front and sideways fall. There are many wrist guards on the market, but based on their design, they don’t all deliver the 
same degree of safety performance.

 
SNOWBOARD PROTECTION

SINGLE DENSITY MATERIAL + PAD SINGLE DENSITY MATERIAL

New ergonomic shape for better comfort and ease of movement

THE BIOMEX SYSTEM CAN BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT REMOVABLE LINING THANKS TO ITS SELF ADJUSTMENT MESH 
FOUND ON ALL VERSIONS.

 SPECIFIC WOMEN’S FIT

Snowboard protection specifically designed for women’s 
hands for improved fit and comfort

 FREESKI BIOMEX EVOLUTION

Specific designed for skiers, shorter and harder material, 
it is attached to the lining and fits anatomically to the 
hand.
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HOW DO YOU GET HURT?

During a fall your wrist is put in hyper extension (fig.1) (The back of hand is pushed towards the forearm).  
In addition to this hyper extension, the wrist often experiences two types of  twisting forces technically referred to as 
pronation (fig.2) and radial adduction (fig.3).   
 
It’s the combination of these three forces that most often causes a wrist injury such as a wrist fracture.

WHY IS BIOMEX A BETTER WRIST GUARD?

Most wrist guard systems deal with hyper-extension alone, 
but the Biomex system addresses all three of the forces that 
contribute to wrist injury.  Standard wrist guards frequently 
push the fracture further up the forearm (fig.4).

Biomex (fig.5) Is the only wrist guard that keeps the wrist in 
an anatomically strong position, where muscle forces and 
bone congruency combine to provide optimum stability 
without compromising the freedom to move.

HELPS TO REDUCE INJURIES BY 7,5 TIMES WITH BIOMEX PLUS 



PROTECTION 
The exclusive Biomex-Plus System, renewed with new self-adjustment is just one among the many applied 

technologies. The research partnership with the Klinik Gut of St. Moritz has allowed LEVEL to devise a special 
inner glove system to increase protection for the wrist in snowboarders.
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SHOCK ABSORBER
The EVA pads in the palm area 
gives you extra protection 
enhancing impact reduction 
feature.

SUPERFABRIC®

SuperFabric® material is 
designed to deliver a range 
of performance features such 
as abrasion resistance, stain 
resistance, quick drying, weight 
reduction and more.

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the 
whole day out, you want to 
avoid numb fingers. Even in 
harsh, cold conditions the 
whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material 
is optimized to keep your 
hands warmer for longer.

4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs certification and 
guarantee for outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural warmth of the 
hands.

GOGGLE & NOSE CLEANER
The mini goggle squeegees helps to easy-
clean your lenses. The special velvet fabric on 
the thumb provides a soft place to wipe your 
runny nose.

BIOMEX© PROTECTION + PAD
New ergonomic shape for better comfort and 
ease of movement. The BIOMEX SYSTEM can 
be used with or without removable lining 
thanks to its self adjustment mesh found on 
all versions.

Code 
1004UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

SUPER PIPE GORE-TEX
Top of the range snowboard glove with incorporated protection. With GORE-TEX Plus 
Warm and innovative 'easy slide' palm.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Superfabric®, Goat Leather, 
Kevlar Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush inside

Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Plus Warm
Highlights 
BIOMEX© Protection + Pad 
Shock Absorber on Palm
Features 
Long cuff with adjustable strap, powder cuff, storm leash, boa medium+fleece 
removable lining, breathable system
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Code 
1011UG

Color 
.15 anthracite

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

HALF PIPE GORE-TEX
Superior quality, protection, and performance for the avid rider. GORE-TEX technology 
inside.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Kevlar Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush Inside

Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Gloves
Highlights 
BIOMEX© Protection + Pad

Features 
Long cuff, storm leash, boa medium+fleece removable lining, breathable system

Code 
1011UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

HALF PIPE MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

BIOMEX© PROTECTION + PAD
New ergonomic shape for better comfort and 
ease of movement.

REMOVABLE LINER
A removable lining where the back of the 
lining is built with a hot thick material whilst 
the palm is thinner to maintain sensitivity. 
The removable liner can be removed and 
washed.

BREATHABLE SYSTEM
An air exchanging vent is placed on the back 
of the glove allowing moisture to escape. 
This improves the drying time of the glove 
and avoids hands getting wet.
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Code 
1021WG

Color 
.46 luxury

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S HALF PIPE GORE-TEX
Superior quality, protection, and performance for the avid rider. GORE-TEX 
technology inside.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Kevlar Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush Inside

Dry Technology 
GORE-TEX Gloves
Highlights 
BIOMEX© Protection + Pad

Features 
Long cuff, storm leash, boa medium+fleece removable lining, breathable 
system

Code 
1021WM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L)

WOMEN’S HALF PIPE MITT GORE-TEX
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

BIOMEX© PROTECTION + PAD 

SPECIFIC WOMEN’S FIT
Snowboard protection specifically designed 
for women’s hands for improved fit and 
comfort

GORE-TEX INSIDE
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, 
cold conditions the whole system of inner 
lining, membrane and outer material is 
optimized to keep your hands warmer for 
longer.

REMOVABLE LINER
A removable lining where the back of the 
lining is built with a hot thick material whilst 
the palm is thinner to maintain sensitivity. 
The removable liner can be removed and 
washed.
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Code 
1031UG

Color 
.41 ninja black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

FLY
LEVEL most popular protective model loaded with 
performance and value.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric,  
Kevlar Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush Inside

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Highlights 
BIOMEX© Protection

Features 
Long cuff, storm leash,  
Fleece removable lining, 
Breathable system

Code 
1031UM

Color 
.41 ninja black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

FLY MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
1031UT

Color 
.01 black

Size 
7 (S) / 11 (4XL)

FLY TRIGGER
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

BIOMEX© 
PROTECTION 
New ergonomic shape for 
better comfort and ease of 
movement. The BIOMEX 
SYSTEM can be used with or 
without removable lining 
thanks to its self adjustment 
mesh found on all versions.
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Code 
1041WG

Color 
.63 eclipse

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8 (M)

WOMEN’S BUTTERFLY
Our signature wrist protection model for women, loaded with performance 
and value.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric,  
Kevlar Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush Inside

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Highlights 
BIOMEX© Protection

Features 
Long cuff, storm leash,  
Fleece removable lining, 
Breathable system

Code 
1041WM

Color 
.23 blue grey

Size 
6 (XXS) / 8 (M)

WOMEN’S BUTTERFLY MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

BIOMEX© SPECIFIC 
WOMEN’S FIT 
Snowboard protection 
specifically designed 
for women’s hands for 
improved fit and comfort

BREATHABLE 
SYSTEM
An air exchanging vent is 
placed on the back of the 
glove allowing moisture to 
escape. This improves the 
drying time of the glove and 
avoids hands getting wet.
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3000 - WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs certification and 
guarantee for outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural warmth of 
the hands.

MEMBRA-THERM 
PLUS
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

FREESKI BIOMEX 
EVOLUTION
Specifically designed for 
skiers, the BIOMEX protection 
is shorter and slimmer to 
facilitate gripping your ski 
poles

STORM LEASH
This cord is used to secure 
the glove to your hand with 
an adjustable plastic. A big 
advantage when you don't 
want to wear gloves but want 
to keep them attached to the 
wrist.

Code 
1053UM

Color 
.41 ninja black

Size 
XS / XL

SPACE MITT
The SPACE represents the natural development of protection gloves! Thanks to the 
shorter and adjusted new BIOMEX shape, the SPACE is a great mix of protection and 
style! 

Fit 
Natural 
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric, Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush Inside

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Features 
Short cuff, storm leash, special neoprene strap, fleece removable lining

GOAT LEATHER PALM
This tough and protective palm combines 
woven water-resistant micro fabric and goat 
leather for both stretch and durability, while 
a MEMBRA-THERM PLUS waterproof and 
breathable insert keeps intruding moisture 
at bay.
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Code 
4001JM

Color 
.28 camo 

Size 
5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S FLY MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
4001JG

Color 
.63 eclipse

Size 
5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S FLY
The #1 wrist guard glove for kids, the Fly jr. is proven, durable, and waterproof 
and it eliminates the hassle of add-on wrist guards.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Fabric 
Youkon Plam Reinforcement
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Knitted Brush Inside

Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Highlights 
Junior's BIOMEX© Protection
Features 
Long cuff, fleece removable lining, breathable system

BIOMEX© SPECIFIC 
JUNIOR’S FIT 
Snowboard protection 
specifically designed for 
junior’s hands for improved fit 
and comfort

ADJUSTABLE STRAP
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.



RACING 
Racing takes the LEVEL spirit into the competition world with its young, dynamic and cutting-edge styles 

that always deliver the best all-out performances. All new ski models satisfy the highest performance 
requirements without compromising warmth and comfort.

official supplier for:
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4000 - VERY WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

IMPACT PROTECTION
Knuckles and underside of 
cuff are comprises with a 
specific anti-shocking material 
for improved protection and 
are reinforced with abrasion 
resistant fabric for top 
durability.

THINSULATETM

The unique microfibres of 
Thinsulate™ insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres of 
other synthetic insulations, which 
means they’re much more efficient 
at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth. It will avoid the formation 
of cold spots in your hands by 
filling all the multiple airspaces.

Code 
3009UG

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

WORLDCUP CF
Fit 
Natural

Code 
3009UM

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

WORLDCUP CF MITT
Directly from the World Cup, this mitten this glove redefines the 
standard of protection and competitive performance.  Warmth - 
protection - CUSTOM FIT - KIRAX - unique design!

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Superfabric® 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment
Highlights 
Special Gate Protection on Back 
Kirax Stimulator System
Features 
Sublimation on back, outside stitching, silicone grip, Dyneema 
stitching, Superfabric®, Custom fit, exchangeable wings

WOOL LINING
A Wool and Polyester mixed 
lining that combines the high 
thermal properties of wool with 
the technical characteristics of 
the best synthetic fibres. Made 
in Italy by the Becagli wool mill 
for over 50 years.

POLYGIENE®

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!
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SUPERFABRIC®

SuperFabric® is a material that’s 
longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles 
and offers better sensibility

Code 
3016UG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL)

SQ CF
A firm favourite with World Cup athletes; guarantees protection, warmth and elevated 
performance. Aggressive, irreverent and technical. Warmth - protection - CUSTOM 
FIT - KIRAX.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Superfabric® 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment
Highlights 
Knuckle Protection 
Kirax Stimulator System
Features 
Sublimation on back, outside stitching, silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, 
Superfabric®,Custom fit

PULLER
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/mitten

3000 - WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

WOOL LINING
A Wool and Polyester mixed 
lining that combines the high 
thermal properties of wool with 
the technical characteristics of 
the best synthetic fibres. Made 
in Italy by the Becagli wool mill 
for over 50 years.
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Code 
3016UM

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL)

SQ CF MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
3046UG

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL)

RACE SPEED & RACE SPEED MITT
The glove for speed freaks.  Amazing fit!

Fit 
Slim
Material 
Wind Breaker Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
2000 - Standard

Insulation 
Fleece
Highlights 
Knuckle Protection 
Kirax Stimulator System
Features 
Sublimation on back, silicone grip, zip on neoprene cuff palm
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WORLD FINEST 
LEATHER
The finest goat leather in 
the world. LEVELs’ leathers 
natural water repellency, 
durability, and insulating 
properties guarantee the best 
performance.

PREFORMED FINGERS
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits 
a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces 
wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

Code 
3024UG

Color 
.35 black-white

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL)

RACE
The RACE model is appreciated by all athletes and professionals of the snow. The ideal 
choice in terms of protection, comfort and fit. The class here does not go unnoticed.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Hydrofill
Highlights 
Knuckle Protection
Features 
Under jacket neoprene embossed cuff, silicone grip

SHORT GAUNTLET-
STYLE
The short under-cuff can easily 
be tucked into your ski jacket 
for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist 
movement. for advanced 
orders.

3000 - WARM
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs 
certification and guarantee for 
outstanding insulation and 
heat retention of the natural 
warmth of the hands.

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTION
Armor on the fingers and 
knuckles to provide ski racers 
the hand protection that's a 
must-have on the race course.
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Code 
3024UM

Color 
.01 black

Size 
6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL)

RACE MITT
Features 
5 Fingers Lining Inside

Code 
3029UG

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
7 (S) / 10 (XXL)

REPLICA
This model is the perfect product for a the skier looking for performance in 
racing style. A real racing "replica"

Fit 
Natural

Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Waterproof goat leather Palm

Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus 

Highlights 
Knuckle Protection

Features 
Sublimation on back, protective bumpers on fingers and cuff
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Code 
4116JG

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL)

JUNIOR’S WORLDCUP CF
Same as the the mitt, this glove sets the new standard for racing protection, 
performance and warmth.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Superfabric® 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment
Highlights 
Special Gate Protection on Back
Features 
Sublimation on back, outside stitching, silicone grip, Superfabric®, Custom fit, 
exchangeable wings

Code 
4116JM

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL)

JUNIOR’S WORLDCUP CF MITT
The ultimate junior race mitt similar to the adult WORLD CUP. Perfect for the 
young racer. loaded with performance features, durability, and warmth.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Superfabric® 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
4000 - Very Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Wool Lining with Polygiene Treatment
Highlights 
Special Gate Protection on Back
Features 
Sublimation on back, outside stitching, silicone grip, Superfabric®, Custom fit, 
exchangeable wings

IMPACT PROTECTION
Knuckles and underside of cuff 
are comprises with a specific anti-
shocking material for improved 
protection and are reinforced with 
abrasion resistant fabric for top 
durability.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility

SUPERFABRIC®

SuperFabric® is a material that’s 
longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.

WOOL LINING
A Wool and Polyester mixed lining 
that combines the high thermal 
properties of wool with the 
technical characteristics of the best 
synthetic fibres.
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Code 
4112JG

Color 
.01 black

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL)

JUNIOR’S SQ CF
This all leather junior race glove and mitt is identical to the adult SQ CF. Loaded 
with performance features, protection, durability, and warmth.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Waterproof Goat Leather 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric 
Waterproof Goat Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Hydrofill
Highlights 
Knuckle Protection
Features 
Sublimation on back, palm reinforcement, Custom fit

Code 
4112JM

Color 
.11 red

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL)

JUNIOR’S SQ CF MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

KNUCKLE PROTECTION
Armor on the fingers and knuckles 
to provide ski racers the hand 
protection that's a must-have on 
the race course.

SILICON PRINT 
REINFORCEMENT
Reinforced synthetic leather palm 
with black silicone-patterned 
dots that provide durability and 
excellent grip.
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Code 
4129JG

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S RACE
The race junior with a new theme, it guarantees elevated performance in terms 
of warmth and protection.

Fit 
Natural
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric 
Reinforced Leather Palm
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Thinsulate™ 
Hydrofill
Dry Technology 
Membra-Therm Plus
Highlights 
Knuckle Protection
Features 
Sublimation on back, palm reinforcement

Code 
4129JM

Color 
.43 pk black

Size 
4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL)

JUNIOR’S RACE MITT
Features 
Mitten Lining Inside

 ELEVATED PERFORMANCE
Along with its comfortable, articulated shape 
and reinforced palm, the Junior's Race 
checks the boxes for a great racing glove.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane insert 
that creates a waterproof barrier between 
exterior layer of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth and comfort 
by keeping the hands dry.



EXCHANGEABLE WINGS
Customize your glove with your favourite team’s flag or logo! Packs of 10 pieces (5 pairs each) - Junior’s size available.

WORLD CUP SKI
Code 7499AS_00 - Junior 7498AS_00

WORLD CUP CANADA
Code 7499AS_19 - Junior 7498AS_19

WORLD CUP FRANCE
Code 7499AS_40 - Junior 7498AS_40

WORLD CUP CZECH REPUBLIC
Code 7499AS_02 - Junior 7498AS_02

WORLD CUP AUSTRIA
Code 7499AS_11 - Junior 7498AS_11

WORLD CUP NORWAY
Code 7499AS_50 - Junior 7498AS_50

WORLD CUP UK
Code 7499AS_20 - Junior 7498AS_20

WORLD CUP SKULL
Code 7499AS_47 - Junior 7498AS_47

WORLD CUP ITALIA
Code 7499AS_12 - Junior 7498AS_12

WORLD CUP USA
Code 7499AS_39 - Junior 7498AS_39

WORLD CUP SWITZERLAND
Code 7499AS_60 - Junior 7498AS_60

WORLD CUP JAPAN
Code 7499AS_09 - Junior 7498AS_09

WORLD CUP POLAND
Code 7499AS_56 - Junior 7498AS_56

WORLD CUP RUSSIA
Code 7499AS_03 - Junior 7498AS_03
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Code 
6019OM

Color 
.58 goldenrod

Size 
XS / L

OVERGLOVE SPEED
Overglove for gloves and mittens, designed to provide surplus warmth and 
comfort. A big help in extreme conditions.

Fit 
Relaxed
Material 
Water Resistant Sublimated Fabric
Warmth Index 
3000 - Warm

Insulation 
Fiberfill 
Knitted Brush Inside

Features 
The right choice to make your gloves very warm!!! Special construction with 
hole on palm

Size 
S-M | L-XL

THUMB PROTECTOR
LEVEL new thumb protector helps preventing injury to the UCL and bone 
structures of the thumb.

Fit 
Ergonomic shape
Material 
Superfabric® 
High resistance nylon
Features 
Dyneema thread 
Side buckle 
Thumb pocket

EASY ACCESS
Flip back the shell and free your 
fingers to play with your phone, 
camera without freezing your 
digits!

GREAT INSULATION
A super insulated shell mitten 
that can be used as a warming 
layer outside the basic glove. Also 
provides protection against wet 
snow and rain.
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THUMB PROTECTION SYSTEM 
Hand injuries in general tend to be disregarded by both patients and doctors, until it happens to oneself. Never was this more 
the case than in thumb injuries, as the importance of the thumb is usually under appreciated, until injured. Injuries of the 
thumb are fairly common in sporting activities.

In skiing they are reported to be the second most frequent injury after the knee. In detail thumb injuries are reported to make 
up between 5% - 20% of all injuries in Alpine skiing and are sustained by approximately 80,000-240,000 patients per year 
world wide.

The Ski Thumb is an injury affecting the ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) at the metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb. The 
mechanism is due to the forces which are applied when a skier falls with the pole in his/her hand. 

The handle of the pole will act as a fulcrum applying forces across the joint and thereby putting the ligament under strain.  
The skier hits the surface with high velocity (high energy trauma). If the hand is stretched out as a natural reflex, there is a 
significant chance that the thumb will be forced outwards resulting in a fracture of the UCL.

THE GOAL OF THE NEW LEVEL THUMB PROTECTOR IS TO HELP PREVENT INJURY TO THE UCL AND BONE STRUCTURES OF THE 
THUMB.

1- SUPER FABRIC
Extra resistant and sliding advantage. 

2- ERGONOMIC SHAPE

Guarantees fit and comfort

3- SIDE BUCKLE
Strong adjustable closing system. 

4- THUMB POCKET
Holds thumb in place. 



SKI POLES

Code 
8036SP.01

WORLDCUP GS
Material  
Alu 7075
Lenght  
110 - 140 Cm

Diamter  
18 Mm

Grip 
Tech rubber grip
Strap  
Racing strap profi
Tip  
Flex tungsten

Version 
One color
Basket  
Dh basket

Code 
8037SP.01

WORLDCUP SL CARBON
Material  
Composite carbon
Lenght  
115 - 135 Cm

Diamter  
12 Mm

Grip 
Tech rubber grip
Strap  
Racing strap profi
Tip  
Flex steel tip

Version 
One color
Basket  
Mini race basket

Special  
Mounted with gate guard protection

Code 
8035SP.01

WORLDCUP GS CARBON
Material  
Composite carbon
Lenght  
115 - 140 Cm

Diamter  
12 Mm

Grip 
Tech rubber grip
Strap  
Racing strap profi
Tip  
Flex steel tip

Version 
One color
Basket  
Mini race basket



Code 
8050SP.01

JUNIOR’S RACE GS
Material  
Alu f60
Lenght 
90 - 115 Cm

Diamter  
16 Mm

Grip 
01/7G downhill jr
Strap  
Standard

Tip  
Racing steel
Version 
One color
Basket  
Basket windtech dh

Code 
8051SP.01

JUNIOR’S RACE SL
Material  
Alu f60
Lenght 
90 - 115 Cm

Diamter  
16 Mm

Grip 
01/7G downhill jr
Strap  
Standard

Tip  
Racing steel
Version 
One color
Basket  
Basket windtech dh



•Side pockets 
•Adjustable sternum strap 
•Adjustable waist belt 
•Padded ergonomic shoulder straps 
•Large front pocket with daisy chain 
•Side mash pockets 
•Top stash pockets 
•Strong waterproof base 
•Rain Cover

•Main compartment with intermediate separation 
•Front large pocket side straps for carrying ski boots 
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Strong waterproof base 
•Rain Cover

•Side pockets 
•Adjustable sternum strap 
•Adjustable waist belt 
•Padded ergonomic shoulder straps 
•2 Large front pockets 
•Side mash pockets 
•Top stash pockets 
•Strong waterproof base 
•Drill bits pockets 
•Rain Cover

•Main compartment with intermediate separation 
•Top stash & Front pocket 
•Side straps for tools 
•Address panel 
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Strong waterproof base 
•Rain Cover

Code 
7531BP_47

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
45lt

SKI TRAINER

Code 
7597AS_47

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
80Lt

WORLDCUP PRO

Code 
7521BP_58

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
45Lt

SKI TEAM

Code 
7522BP_58

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
60Lt

SKI TEAM PRO

BACKPACKS & BAGS
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•Top stash pocket 
•External front pocket 
•Snowboard carry straps 
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Adjustable sternum strap & waist belt

•Top stash pocket 
•External front pocket 
•Snowboard carry straps 
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Adjustable sternum strap & waist belt

•Top & Lateral handle 
•Large zipped pocket 
•Shoulder straps

•50/50 Bag opening 
•Internal dividers 
•Front accessory pocket 
•Telescoping handle

Code 
7580AS_47

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
25lt

TIGER

Code 
7549AS_01

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
25lt

SKULL

Code 
7579BP_58

Material 
Nylon + PU 

Capacity 
116lt

TROLLEY

Code 
7536BP_47

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
100lt

JUMBO



•Top stash pocket 
•External front pocket 
•Snowboard carry straps 
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Adjustable sternum strap & waist belt

Code 
7545BP_39

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
25lt

MULTY USE URBAN B-SIMO

LEVEL ARTIST ISSUE - B.SIMO, ITALY
B.simo was born as a street artist. His graffiti colors Milan and beyond, in recent years he has in fact worked throughout Italy and Spain. He also collaborates with well-known brands of skate 
and snowboard clothing and exhibits his paintings in galleries and solo exhibitions. For 15 years he has been tattooing his original subjects with bold lines, in particular the character IO that 
distinguishes him and interprets him in the most varied ways.

URBAN LINE

•Main compartment with intermediate separation  
•Front pocket 
•Shoulder strap 
•Strong waterproof base

•Main compartment with intermediate separation  
•Side straps for tools 
•Address panel  
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Strong waterproof base

Code 
7547BP_01

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
20lt

BACKPACK URBAN

Code 
7546BP.01

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
13Lt

BACKPACK SMALL URBAN
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Code 7545BP_01 Code 7545BP_09

Code 7545BP_03 Code 7545BP_07 Code 7545BP_11

•Top stash pocket
•External front pocket 
•Padded shoulder straps and back panel 
•Adjustable sternum strap & waist belt

Material 
Cordura 

Capacity 
25lt

MULTY USE URBAN



.30 fucsia

.30 fucsia

.09 white

.27 pink

.01 black

.54 tiffany

.35 black-white

.54 tiffany

.20 blue

.09 white

.07 yellow

.01 black

.01 black

.54 tiffany

WOMEN’S BEANIES & ACCESSORIES
Code 
8341BT

HELENA
Product Details 
Soft beanie in neutral colors 
Lined with super soft Themoliner 
fleece band 
Hand made 
Mid size pom at top 

Bliss metal logo 
Classic fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
8340BN

AZALEE
Product Details 
Fine gauge Magic knit beanie 
Lines pattern 
Woven exterior Bliss label 
Not lined 

Slightly oversized fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
8346BT

SCOTIA
Product Details 
Soft beanie in neutral colors 
Lined with super soft Themoliner 
fleece band 
Hand made 
Mid size pom at top 

Bliss metal logo 
Classic fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
8328BT

COZY
Product Details 
Soft beanie in neutral colors 
Lined with super soft Themoliner 
fleece band 
Hand made 
Mid size pom at top 

Bliss metal logo 
Classic fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
8355BT

COCO
Product Details 
Pretty multi-color print 
Classic fit 
One size fits most

Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic
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.35 black-white

.35 black-white

.06 light blue.56 pattern

9601AS.09 white9601AS.01 black7524AS.22 forest7524AS.08 silver7524AS.06 light blue

.56 pattern.40 pk white

.40 pk white.56 pattern

Code 
8357AS

MULTY HG
Product Details 
Dual fabric neck gaiter 
100% polyester bottom 
Fine fleece top 
Moisture wicking 

Microfiber knitted seamless tube 
Long lasting elasticity
Fabric Details 
Polyester + Fleece

Code 
8355AS

MULTY SIMPLE
Product Details 
Dye sublimation 
Vibrant popping colors 
Microfiber knitted seamless tube 
No peeling over time 

Moisture wicking 
Long lasting elasticity
Fabric Details 
100% Polyester

Code 
8359AS.56 PATTERN

COLLAR FLEECE
Product Details 
Fabric neck gaiter 
100% polyester bottom 
Fine fleece top 
Moisture wicking 

Microfiber knitted seamless tube 
Long lasting elasticity
Fabric Details 
Polyester + Fleece

Code 
7269AS

BALACLAVA SIMPLE
Product Details 
Quick Drying 
Stretch Fabric 
Flat Lock Stitching

Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

BLISS SACS
Product Details 
This lightweight drawstring backpack is the perfect size to carry 
books, snacks, your water bottle, and all of your other goodies 
that you need to bring with with you. The string is made of 
100% cotton.
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MEN’S BEANIES
Code 
7378BT

MOOD
Product Details 
Ribbed knit construction 
Woven exterior LEVEL label 
Not lined 
Classic fit 

One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
7316BN

TRIS
Product Details 
Fine gauge Magic knit beanie 
Lines pattern 
Woven exterior LEVEL label 
Not lined 
Slightly oversized fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
7382BN

MAGISTA
Product Details 
Ribbed knit beanie 
LEVEL logo tag 
Solid colours 

Classic fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
7387BT

MARTIN
Product Details 
Ribbed knit beanie 
LEVEL logo tag 
Classic tonal colours 
Slouchy fit 

One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic
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Code 
7373BN

METAL
Snug fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Product Details 
Fine gauge knit beanie 
Classic top pom detail 
Knitted company logo 
Woven exterior LEVEL label 

Code 
7392BT

SQ
Classic tonal colours 
Snug fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Product Details 
Fine gauge knit beanie 
Embroidered logos 
Lined with super soft Themoliner 
fleece band 

Code 
7393BT

SQ BAND
Product Details 
Fine gauge knit beanie 
Embroidered logos 
Lined with super soft Themoliner 
fleece band 

Classic tonal colours 
Snug fit 
One size fits most
Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic

Code 
7418CA

CAPS
Product Details 
Adjustable Snap Closure 
One size fits most

Fabric Details 
60% Cotton, 40% Polyester

Code 
7820AS

BALACLAVA SIMPLE
Product Details 
Quick Drying 
Stretch Fabric 
Flat Lock Stitching

Fabric Details 
100% Acrylic
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ACCESSORIES & APPAREL

Code 
7800AS

MULTY HG
Product Details 
Dual fabric neck gaiter 
100% polyester bottom 
Fine fleece top 
Moisture wicking 

Microfiber knitted seamless 
tube 
Long lasting elasticity

Fabric Details 
Polyester + Fleece

Code 
7865AS

Certification 
CE EN 14683:2019

PROTECTIVE COLLAR
Product Details 
Face mask with anti-viral layer to deactivate covid-19 virus. 
 
Fabric Details 
Polyester + Fleece

Code 
7809AS

MULTY SIMPLE
Product Details 
Dye sublimation 
Vibrant popping colors 
Microfiber knitted seamless 
tube 
No peeling over time 

Moisture wicking 
Long lasting elasticity

Fabric Details 
100% Polyester

Code 
7815AS.58 GOLDENROD

MULTY SIMPLE REVERSIBLE
Product Details 
Dual fabric neck gaiter 
100% polyester bottom 
Fine fleece top 
Moisture wicking 

Microfiber knitted seamless 
tube 
Long lasting elasticity

Fabric Details 
Polyester + Fleece

Code 
9013AS.58 GOLDENROD

TIGER SAC
Fabric Details 
Polyester 

Code 
7650AS

GOGGLE LENS COVER
Fabric Details 
Acrylic  Polyester 

Code 
7860AS.49 LOGOS

COLLAR FLEECE
Product Details 
Fabric neck gaiter 
100% polyester bottom 
Fine fleece top 
Moisture wicking 

Microfiber knitted seamless 
tube 
Long lasting elasticity

Fabric Details 
Polyester + Fleece
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.01 black.03 royal.12 green

Code 
7698AS.15 ANTHRACITE

BRAND
Material 
100% Cotton
Size 
XS - XXL

Code 
7636AS.02 NAVY

IDENTITY
Material 
100% Cotton
Size 
XS - XXL

Code 
7697AS.22 FOREST

TWISTED
Material 
100% Cotton
Size 
XS - XXL

Code 
7637AS.15 ANTHRACITE

DUALITY
Material 
100% Cotton
Size 
XS - XXL

Code 
9600AS

SACS
Product Details 
This lightweight drawstring backpack is the perfect size to carry books, snacks, 
your water bottle, and all of your other goodies that you need to bring with 
with you. The string is made of 100% cotton.

STORM LEASH
Code: 7510AS_00
Packs of: 10pcs

SKI STRAPS
Code: 7505AS_00

SAFETY LEASH
Code: 7511AS_00
Packs of: 4pcs

NARROW SAFETY LEASH
Code: 751SAS_00
Packs of: 6pcs

ELASTIC LEASH
Code: 7599AS_00
Packs of: 10pcs
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POPS

BIG DISPLAY
Code: 9011PO
Tall: 195 cm  - 76.83 in
Capacity: 130 gloves

SLAT WALL PANELS
Code: 9040PO
Description:
Header and side panels can be easily applied to any slat walls

Composition: 
1 Header: 
60 x 15 cm
236 x 59 in

2 Header Support: 
30 cm depth (12 in)

40 cm height (16 in)
6 Lateral Panels:

23 x 180 cm
9 x 71 in

2 Lateral Support:
30 cm depth (12 in)
4 cm height (1,6 in)

BLISS FLOOR DISPLAY
Code: 9113PO
Width: 58 cm - 22.8 in
Height: 125 cm - 49.2 in

BRAND REMINDER
Code: 9364PO
Width: 55 cm | 21.65 in
Height: 19 cm | 7.48 in

TCI SQUARE
Code: 9367PO Width: 58 cm | 22.8 in

Height: 58 cm | 22.8 in

TCI DESK DISPLAY
Code: 9366PO Width: 29.7 cm | 11.8 in

Height: 42 cm | 16.5 in

WINDOW DISPLAY
Code: 9365PO
Width: 19 cm | 7.48 in
Height: 25 cm | 9.84 in
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CUSTOM FIT OVEN
Code: 9401PO

BIG & SMALL FLAG
Code: 9300PO
5 mt (197 in) tall

Code: 9080PO
2.20 mt (87 in) tall

BANNER PVC
Code: 9340PO
Width: 300 cm - 118.2
Height: 100 cm  - 39.4 in

TRAINING BOTTLE
Code: 7450AS.00
Packs of: 10pcs

HANDOMETER
Code: 9070PO
Packs of: 4pcs

STICKERS
Code: 9281PO
Packs of: 15pcs

GLOVE HOLDER
Code: 9260PO
Packs of: 4pcs



FLAME MITT 
8107LM

REXFORD UTAH
5006UM

VENUS MITT 
8174LM

SIBERIAN MITT 
8170LM

ASTRA W GTX
3339WG

HERO W MITT 
3366WM

BLISS 
35-46

OFF PISTE LEATHER TRIGGER
2064UT

BOMBER
3213UG

VENUS
8174LG

CLASSIC W MITT 
3272WM

HERO W 
3366WG

OASIS PLUS
8144LG

REXFORD SNEAKER 
5002UM

DUSTY MITT GTX
8136LM

EMPIRE
2333UG

CORAL MITT
8178LM

I -SUPER RADIATOR W GTX 
3234WG

ASTRA W MITT GTX
3339WM

OASIS PLUS MITT
8144LM

REXFORD
5000UG

COCO MITT
8104LM

CORAL CHIC MITT
8179LM

S. RADIATOR W MITT GTX
3234WM

ALPINE W
3344WG

JADE GIRL MITT 
8190LM

REXFORD MITT 
5001UM

DAKOTA
8109LM

EMPIRE MITT
2332UM

ULTRALITE W MITT 
3254WM

ALPINE W MITT
3344WM

SIERRA MITT 
8152LM

REXFORD TRIGGER
5000UT

MUMMIES MITT 
8124LM

MAYA
3237WG

IRIS W
3265WG

CAYENNE GTX
2076UG

RS
5035UG

EMERALD GTX 
8167LG

MAYA MITT
3237WM

IRIS W MITT
3265WM

JOLIE W
3354WG

OFF PISTE LEATHER
2064UG

RS TRIGGER
5035UT

CLASSIC W 
3272WG

JOLIE W MITT
3354WM

OFF PISTE LEATHER MITT
2064UM

WOMEN’S 
LEATHER 

47-50

WOMEN’S ALPINE 
51-60

LEATHER 
61-70

COLLECTION OVERVIEW
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SUPER RADIATOR MITT GTX
3224UM

ALPINE
3343UG

ALASKA MITT
2071UM

STAR MITT
1112UM

I -SUPER RADIATOR GTX
3224UG

TROUPER GTX  
3339UG

BIG MOUNTAIN
2049UM

STAR 
1112UG

MATRIX GTX
1126UG

MATRIX GTX MITT
1126UM

ACE
3331UG

ALPINE MITT
3343UM

HELI GTX
2066UG

STAR TRIGGER 
1112UT

CRUISE 
1146UG

CHALLENGER
3363UG

HELI MITT GTX 
2066UM

RESCUE GTX
1109UG

RANGER
2091UG

RESCUE MITT GTX
1109UM

OVERGLOVE TP 5000
6050OM

SHARP 
3330UG

RANGER MITT
2091UM

PATROL 
2079UG

OVERGLOVE TP 4000
6044OM

EVOLUTION GTX 
3336UG

HERO MITT
3367UM

RANGER TRIGGER
2091UT

PATROL MITT
2079UM

OVERGLOVE TP 3000
6019OM

HERO 
3367UG

YETI MITT
2085UM

PATROL TRIGGER 
2079UT

TEMPEST I-TOUCH WS 
3412UG

ALPINE 
71-78

MOUNTAIN 
79-90

MOUNTAIN LIGHT 
91-96

TRAIL POLARTEC I-TOUCH 
3451UG

SPIDER PLUS
3481UG

I-HIGHLAND
3465UG

SPIDER
3482UG

MERINO 
3483UG

SILK
3480UG
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ROVER MITT
2220UM

SUBURBAN 
2339UG

WB
2398UG

S. RADIATOR JR MITT GTX 
4115JM

FORCE JR MITT GTX
4189JM

LUCKY MITT
4146JM

DUDY MITT
4182JM

ROVER
2220UG

SPITFIRE
2352UG

WEB MITT
2380UM

SUPER RADIATOR JR GTX 
4115JG

FORCE JR GTX
4189JG

LUCKY
4146JG

JOKER
2335UG

SUBURBAN MITT 
2339UM

HELI JR
4186JG

JUKE JR
4138JG

FUNNY
4195JG

JOKER MITT
2335UM

PRO RIDER
2361UG

HELI JR MITT
4186JM

JUKE JR MITT
4138JM

FUNNY MITT
4195JM

PRO RIDER MITT 
2361UM

RAINBOW DOWN JR MITT 
4137JM

ANIMAL 
4174JM

SEVENTIES
2359UG

PRO RIDER LOBSTER 
2361UT

SUBURBAN ORIGINAL
2415UG

OVERGLOVE JUNIOR
6082OJ

JUNIOR
4152JG

SUBURBAN GTX 
2334UG

WEB 
2380UG

JUNIOR MITT
4152JM

DUDY
4182JG

TREND
97-106

JUNIOR & KIDS
107-118
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FLY MITT 
1031UM

WORLDCUP CF
3009UG

WORLDCUP JR CF 
4116JG

REPLICA 
3029UG

FLY 
1031UG

RACE MITT
3024UM

SUPER PIPE GTX
1004UG

FLY TRIGGER
1031UT

WORLDCUP CF MITT
3009UM

WORLDCUP JR CF MITT 
4116JM

BUTTERFLY W 
1041WG

SQ CF
3016UG

SQ CF JR 
4112JG

HALF PIPE GTX
1011UG

BUTTERFLY W MITT
1041WM

SQ CF MITT
3016UM

SQ JR CF MITT
4112JM

HALF PIPE MITT GTX
1011UM

SPACE MITT
1053UM

RACE SPEED
3046UG

RACE JR
4129JG

HALF PIPE W GTX
1021WG

FLY JR 
4001JG

RACE SPEED MITT
3046UM

RACE JR MITT 
4129JM

HALF PIPE W MITT GTX
1021WM

FLY JR MITT
4001JM

RACE 
3024UG

OVERGLOVE SPEED
6019OM

PROTECTION
119-129

RACING
129-139
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AUSTRIA 
LEVEL ÖSTERREICH 
businesspark innsbruck 
top 3-13 grabenweg 69-71 
6020 innsbruck 
ph: +43(0) 664 4156877 
e-mail: austria@levelgloves.com 

AUSTRALIA 
L.A. IMPORT 
unit 8/1 vuko place 
warriewood 2102 nsw australia 
ph: +61-2-99137833 
e-mail: sales@laimports.com 

BOSNIA - MACEDONIA  
SERBIA - SLOVENIA 
RODEO TEAM D.O.O. 
koroska c. 53 4000 kranj - slovenia 
ph: +38 6-4-2015400 
e-mail: info@rodeoteam.si 

BULGARY 
AQUA MATRIX LTD  
31 Ekzarh Yosif St. 
1000 Sofia 
ph: +359 888865557 
e-mail: nikolay.dimitrov@aquamatrix.bg 

CANADA 
LEVEL CANADA 
PO Box 637 
Prévost QC, Canada, J0R 1T0 
ph: 001-866-255-3791 
e-mail: france.lessard@levelgloves.com 

CHINA 
B.C.SPORT 
No8016-8017, Building B, 
8 Heiquan Road, Haidian District Beijing, 100085
- China 
Ph: +8610-51078263 
+8618500556267 

CZECH REPUBLIK-SLOVAKIA 
N DISTRIBUTION S.R.O. 
písková 1990/29a 
14300 praha 4 
ph: +420244402795 
e-mail: office@ndistribution.cz 

DENMARK 
WØHLK SPORTSWEAR APS 
malling bjergevej 78 
8340 malling 
ph: +45 86931444 
e-mail: sw@he-sport.dk 

FINLAND 
NEONSUN OY 
turuntie 10 - 13130 hämeenlinna 
ph: +35836127222 
e-mail: neonsun@neonsun.fi 

FRANCE 
LEVEL FRANCE 
c/o via bene 
2074 chemin font vive 
83 330 evenos 
ph: +33 (0)498036111 
e-mail: france@LEVELgloves.com 

GERMANY 
GROFA® ACTION SPORTS GMBH 
Otto-Hahn-Straße 17 
DE-65520 Bad Camberg 
ph: +49 6434 2008 0 
e-mail: grofa@grofa.com

HUNGARY 
ACROL HUNGARY KFT 
erzsébet Krt.18 
1073 budapest 
ph: +36309485657 
e-mail: acrolhungary@gmail.com 

ISRAEL 
M-GRAVITY 
32 yigal alon st. 
46324 herzelia - israel 
www.gravityisrael.com 
ph: +972-9-7466910 
e-mail: infogravity@013.net 

ITALY 
LEVEL ITALY 
c/o scheuing sport ag 
office: li geri 115 
7744 campocologno - (ch) 
tel +39 02 87198555 
e-mail: feedback@LEVELgloves.com 

JAPAN 
LOTUS INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD 
urban square kanda bldg-1f 1-18 
kanda sudacho, chiyoda-ku 
tokyo, 101-0041 japan 
ph: 03-6206-9230 
info@lotusint.co.jp 

KOREA 
DANWOO SFG CO., LTD (12918) 
misacentumbiz. f#721, 45, jojeing-daero,  
hanam-si gyeonggi-do 
korea 
ph: 031-5175-3020 
e-mail: soonnam@danwoosfg.co.kr 

LATVIA-ESTONIA-LITHUANIA 
DZA LTD 
tallinas str.32 1001 riga - lettonia 
ph: +371 7320179 
e-mail: dzintars@fun-box.lv 

LEBANON 
MIKE SPORT  
highway zalka (metn) 
lebanon 
ph: 961 1 88 8855 
e-mail: Michel.Saliba@mikesport.com 

NETHERLANDS – BELGIUM 
KUBUS SPORTS BV 
Watergoorweg 79 
3861 Ma  Nijkerk
ph: +31 (0) 88 5525200
e-mail: info@kubus-sports.nl 

NEW ZEALAND 
JONES BROTHERS LTD 
12 rata st, ohakune 4625 
new zealand 
mb: +64 275 441256 
off: +64 6 3859068 
sean@jbros.co.nz 

NORWAY 
Sport Alpin AS 
Kongsveien 98, 
Inng 2 etg, 1177 Oslo, 
Norway 
ph: +47 90501116 
e-mail: espen@sportalpin.no 

POLAND 
COOL SPORT  
Sp. z o.o. Sp. k. , ul.  
Handlowców 2, 32-085 Modlniczka 
ph:. +48 (0)126239015 
e-mail: hurt@coolsport.pl 

RUSSIA - BIELORUSSIA - UCRAINA 
PERFORMANCE SPORT 
olympiysky prospect 16/2 
129110 moscow - russia 
ph: +74959372814 
e-mail: marketing@psport.ru 

SPAIN - ANDORRA 
EXCENS 
c/ Muntaner, 292, 3-2 
08021 Barcelona 
ph: +34 933 621 869 
e-mail: Info@excensports.com 

SWEDEN 
TJ ALPINE AB 
Raholmsvagen 159 
86551 Ankarsvik 
Sweden 
ph: +46-70-2884404 
e-mail: tobias@tjalpine.se 

SWITZERLAND 
BUS SPORT AG 
schingasse 4a 
9470 buchs - switzerland 
ph: +41-81-7500330 
e-mail: info@bussport.ch 

SLOVENIA 
(for snowboard gloves only) 
OBSESSION D.O.O. 
poljanski nasip 6 
1000 ljubljana - slovenia 
ph: +386-1-2822029 
e-mail: info@obsession.si 

TAIWAN 
JET SUNNY CO, LTD 
6f, no. 47, lane 76 nei-hu rui guang road 
taipei 11466 taiwan 
ph: 886 2 8792 2191  
e-mail: jimmy@jetsunny.com 

UK 
BESPOKE TRADING SOLUTIONS LTD 
4 finch close -  weston super mare 
north somerset bs22 8xs -  united kingdom 
ph: 07841672469  
email: bespoke-trading@outlook.com 

USA 
LEVEL USA 
115 Boomerang Road #5101B  
aspen, CO 81611 
ph: +1 (970) 922-3033 
e-mail: erin@zgcollective.com 

OTHER COUNTRIES: 
SCHEUING SPORT AG. 
samedan office: li geri 115 
7744 campocologno (gr) CH 
ph: +41 (0)81 8465200 
e-mail: feedback@levelgloves.com
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SCHEUING SPORT AG 
Li geri 115
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